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A novel approach is proposed for charged particle transport problems using a re-
cently developed second-order, self-adjoint angular flux (SAAF) form of the Boltz-
mann transport equation with continuous slowing-down (CSD). A linear continuous
(LC) in space and linear discontinuous (LD) in energy finite element discretization
is implemented in the computer code DOET1~: Qiscrete Qrdinates ~lectron-Photon
%ransport in lD. DOET1~ is a one-dimensional, Cartesian coordinates, multigroup,
discrete ordinates code for charged particle transport which employs CEPXS gener-
ated cross-sections to incorporate electron and photon transport physics.

The discrete ordinates SAAF transport equation is solved using” scattering
source iteration in conjunction with diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA). The an-
gular fluxes are computed simultaneously at all mesh points by solving a system of
equations for each direction and each energy group. The application of LC finite
elements in space yields a symmetric, positive definite coefficient matrix which is
tridiagonal in structure and solved efficiently using a standard tridiagonal matrix
solver. A second and unique within group iteration, referred to as upscatter, is in-
troduced by the LD energy discretization. The upscatter iteration is separate from
the source iteration and requires an independent acceleration scheme. A synthetic
acceleration technique is derived to increase the rate of convergence of the upscatter
iteration and implemented successfully in DOET1~. The estimated spectraJ radius for
the, accelerated equations is sufficiently small that an efficient algorithm is achieved
by performing at most two iterations for the DSA and upscatter steps.

Accurate charge and dose deposition profiles were obtained from the LD SAAF
equation for several coupled electron-photon transport problems. Most importantly,
it is demonstrated that the LD SAAF equation is
and dose deposition at material interfaces between

able to accurately resolve charge
high-Z and low-Z materials.
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1 Introduction

Radiation transport codes are used to evaluate the effects of radiation from various
sources on materials and systems. Predicting radiation transport or how radiation is
propagated through matter and the energy and charge deposition that result is nec-
essary to ascertain radiation effects. Radiation transport codes have been developed
with the capability of analyzing a variety of radiation sources such as those produced
by nuclear weapons (x-rays, gamma rays and neutrons), sources in space (electrons
and ions) and accelerators (x-rays, gamma rays and electrons).1 These codes can be
used to study radiation effects on electronics, nuclear medicine and various industrial
processes such as food irradiation.

Coupled electron-photon transport is used in the study of radiation effects on
electronics such as transient radiation effects in electronics (TREE), system-generated
electromagnetic pulse [SGEMP), internal electromagnetic pulse (IEMP), and X-ray
dose enhancement. These radiation effects are observed following the impingement
of x-rays (1 keV to 100 keV) and ~-rays (300 keV to 20 MeV) on electronics.

Transient radiation effects in electronics (TREE) are observed on a device level
and are typically concerned with the generation of photocurrents in semiconductor
devices, the creation of electric fields in oxides and the permanent degradation of
device characteristics due to displacement producing radiation.2 TREE is observed
on a micron scale as depicted in Figure 1.1. In evaluating TREE, the output from
radiation transport codes of primary interest is the differential dose in space in two
and three dimensions.

IEMP is a pulse of transient electric and magnetic fields inside boxed subsys-
tems such as circuit boards and multi-chip modules that is produced by currents of
Compton electrons and photoelectrons and the return currents on conductors to re-
place ejected electrons .2 When x-rays and y-rays impinge on circuit boards or other
enclosed electronics, photoelectron and Compton electron currents are emitted from
all materials and in all directions. The densities of these emitted electrons depend
on the material as well as the incident photon energy and intensity. IEMP effects
are detailed on a printed circuit board in Figure 1.2 and result from the x-rays expe-
riencing the photoelectric effect and ~-rays interacting through Compton scattering.
The scale over which IEMP effects are observed is on the order of millimeters. Eval-
uating IEMP effects on enclosed electronics with radiation transport codes requires
three-dimensional charge deposition profiles as well as three-dimensional forward and
reverse electron emissions.

The photocurrent emission produced by x-ray photons impinging on a system’s
mechanical structure yields transient electric and magnetic fields on the outside of
an object called SGEMP.2 These electric and magnetic fields are generated by the

9
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Figure 1.1: X-Rays and ~-l%ays Impinging on a Device Resulting in TREE

emission of photoelectrons and Compton electrons as well as the currents which flow
to replace the ejected electrons. SGEMP is often evaluated in relation to the x-
ray irradiation of unshielded cables and cavities in nuclear weapons such as that
depicted in Figure 1.3 and is observed on a system level. In evaluating the effects of
cable SGEMP with radiation transport codes the two-dimensional charge-deposition
profile is important while for cavity SGEMP the three-dimensional electron emission
differential in space is desired.

Electron transport simulation is motivated by the importance of radiation
hardness analysis and assessing the aforementioned phenomenon on the operation of
electronic devices. Historically, the primary numerical technique for coupled electron-
photon transport is the condensed history Monte Carlo method developed by Berger,3
and used in production codes like the Integrated-TIGER-Series.4 However, for charge
deposition profiles that are used in studying the effects of SGEMP and IEMP in elec-
tronics it is difficult to obtain sufficient accuracy with Monte Carlo codes due to
the statistical nature of this method; thus, a different method of solving coupled
electron-photon transport problems is needed. Deterministic codes using the discrete
ordinates method have been used extensively in neutral particle transport .5’G The
discrete ordinates (Sn) method is a deterministic method for solving the transport
equation in which the integro-differential form of the transport equation is solved in

*

.
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Figure

II —2

Courtesv of BurT Passenheim. “How to do Radiation Tests”

1.2: Printed Circuit Board Experiencing IEMP2

discrete angular directions. 5 In addition to the Sn approximation in angle, solving for
the angular flux requires both a spatial and energy discretization scheme.

The discrete ordinates method was first applied to charged particle transport
by Mehlhorn and Duderstadt7 and Przybylski and Ligou.8 Mehlhorn and Duderstacit
formulated a discrete ordinates solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for charged
particle transport in plasma and implemented it in the TIMEX code. 7 Przybylski
and Ligou implemented the Boltzmann Fokker-PIanck (BFP) equation in a one-
dimensional, time-dependent code, BFP-1, using two numerical methods, a multi-
group method and diamond differencing in both the space and energy variables.8
The first discrete ordinates production code is the CEPXS/ONEDANT code pack-
ageg which was later revised to the CEPXS/ONELD package when modifications
were made to the ONEDANT solver to make it more suitable for electron trans-
port problems, primarily through the addition of linear discontinuous spatial finite
elements. 1

Bartinej et. al., were the first to apply the discrete ordinates (Sn) method to
coupled electron-photon transport in 1972 when they modified the solver in an ex-
isting one-dimensional discrete ordinates code (ANISN) to include a difference form
of the continuous slowing down (CSD) operator to simulate low-energy electrons.l”
The results that Bartine, et. al., obtained from their modified computer code were
compared with experimental results showing that they simulated transport in low-Z
materials (Al) well but experienced poor agreement with high-Z materials (Au) .10
These results brought to question whether or not the discrete ordinates method could
be successfully used to solve electron transport problems. In 1979, Morel reported
that the difficulties Bartine, et. al., observed in simulating electron transport in high-
Z materials were not due to the use of the extended transport cross-section correction
and suggested that
processes.11

A successful

future research be aimed at the treatment of inelastic electron

application of discrete ordinates methods to coupled electron-
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Figure 1.3: Unshielded Cables and Cavity Experience SGEMP

photon transport in space-shielding calculations was demonstrated by Lorence, et. al.,
which also proved that the discrete ordinates method is more efficient than the Monte
Carlo technique. 12 Lorence, et. al., 12also concluded that the problems encountered by
Bartine, et. al., in high-Z materials were most likely due to incomplete cross-sections
for bremsstrahlung generation rather than an inherent deficiency of the S. method
for electron transport problems. Lorence also encountered success predicting electron
photoemissions using the discrete ordinates production code CEPXS/ONETRAN.13
This work helped build the foundation for the application of the discrete ordinates
method to coupled electron-photon transport problems.

Some of the more familiar codes that are currently used to solve coupled
electron-photon transport problems include CEPXS/ONELD, ONEBFP, MC-ITS
and MCNP. CEPXS/ONELD is a coupled electron-photon discrete ordinates trans-
port code that solves the BFP equation in one-dimensional geometries using “pseudo”
cross-sections in an Sn code initially developed for neutral particle transport.9 ONELD
uses a linear discontinuous finite element approximation in space, a S2 synthetic accel-
eration method and Galerkin quadrature sets. The “pseudo” cross-sections generated
by CEPXS are used to incorporate the continuous slowing down (CSD) term that
is present for charged particle transport problems in the neutral particle transport
equation. ONEBFP is a one-dimensional, discrete ordinates code that solves the BFP
transport equation. 14 ONEBFP uses a high order linear nodal scheme in space and
energy (i.e. the explicit differencing of the CSD term). MC-ITS is a multigroup
adjoint, electron-photon transport Monte Carlo code developed at “Sandia National

12
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Laboratories (SNL).4 MCNP is a Monte Carlo neutron photon transport code devel-
oped at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) that has been modified to include
electron transport capability. 15 All of these codes solve a first-order form of the
Boltzmann transport equation.

With the new massively parallel computers there is great interest in taking
advantage of parallel processing in the solution of transport problems. The increased.
computational efficiency and memory offered by parallel process computers allows
more detailed, multi-dimensional problems to be solved in a realistic time frame.
In the past, evaluating multi-dimensional, arbitrary geometry problems was only
feasible using Monte Carlo codes such as MC-ITS and MCNP but with the advent of
high performance computing it is now feasible to solve these problems with discrete
ordinate codes such as ATTILA.16 ATTILA is a three-dimensional, unstructured
mesh, Sn code developed at LANL which solves a first-order form of the transport
equation 16 Currently, a great deal of time and energy is being spent parallelizing
existing transport codes to take advantage of the parallel processing environment.

The parallelization of S. codes solving the first-order form of the transport
equation is not efficient on massively parallel platforms. This inefficiency arises from
the method in which the solution of a S. form of the first-order transport equa-
tion can be parallelized which is limited to using domain decomposition to parti-
tion the solution between processors. The transition from a first-order form of the
transport equation to a second-order form is motivated by the system of equations
that results with the numerical analysis of this form that yields a system of equa-
tions ideally suited for specific parallel computing architectures. For instance, recent
work in neutral particle transport has shown that solving a second-order, even-odd
parity form of the Boltzmann transport equation for neutral particles results in a
symmetric, positive-definite (SPD) matrix equation which is ideal for parallel com-
puting. 17 Matrix equations with a symmetric, positive definite coefficient matrix are
favored due to the existence of efficient, robust numerical techniques for their solu-
tion. In the area of charged particle transport, Josef and Morel recently developed
a two-dimensional, simplified spherical harmonics coupled electron-photon code that
solves an even-odd parity, second-order formulation of the transport equation using
“pseudo” cross-sections which also resulted in an SPD matrix.18

The traditional second-order, even-odd parity formulation of the transport
equation is characterized by other advantages over the first-order form besides SPD
matrix equations. One advantage of the traditional second-order equation over the
first-order equation is that the even- and odd-parity equations can be solved on mul-
tidimensional finite element spatial meshes using standard continuous finite element
discretizations.lg The presence of re-entrant cells can make this difficult to accomplish
using the standard first-order equation. 19 Fully consistent diffusion based synthetic
acceleration equations are easily derived from the second-order, even- and odd- parity
transport equations. 20 Another advantage is that a spherical harmonics or Pn angu-
lar discretization is more easily solved using the second-order form rather than the

13



first-order form duetothe strong coupling of the flux moments.l9 There aredisad-
vantages associated with solving the even- and odd-parity equations. For instance,
the standard Sn sweeping algorithm is not applicable, instead the system of equations
is solved for each direction across the entire spatial domain. Another disadvantage
is that the reflective boundary conditions for the even- and odd-parity equation are
complex and can be difficult to implement. 17 The calculation of the full angular
flux from the even- and odd- parity components is difficult. Solving the traditional
second-order equation in void regions and pure scattering media is problematic.lg

The second-order self-adjoint, angular flux (SAAF) equation has all the advan-
tages of the traditional even- and odd-parity equation as well as some other advan-
tages. One advantage of the SAAF equation over the even- and odd- parity equations
is that the full angular flux is directly solved by the SAAF equation. The boundary
conditions for reflective and reflective-like boundaries are much easier to implement
for the SAAF equation in comparison with the even- and odd-parity equation. Unlike
the even- and odd-parity equation the SAAF equation can be solved in void regions
in the appropriate form. 19 Like the traditional second-order equation, the Sn form of
the SAAF equation cannot be solved using the standard sweeping algorithm applied
to the first-order equation. The most notable disadvantage of the SAAF equation
in comparison to the even- and odd-parity equation is that it has twice the angu-
lar domain. The solution of the SAAF equation in pure scattering media is also
problematic.

S. solutions of the first-order form of the transport equation have been explored
extensively for both neutronics applications (i.e. ONEDANT) and charged particle
transport (i.e. ONEBFP, ONELD). Similarly, the second-order, even-odd parity form
of the transport equation has been explored with success in neutral particle trans-
port5’17’21 and to some extent in charged particle transport.18 In this research we
take a novel approach for charged particle transport by starting with a second-order,
self-adjoint form of the BFP equation using a linear continuous in space and linear
discontinuous in energy finite element discretization. In actuality, a modified form of
the BFP equation is solved that does not include the full Fokker-Planck operator but
only the continuous slowing-down (CSD) term. This form of the transport equation
will be referred to as the Boltzmann-CSD equation throughout this document and is
detailed in the next chapter. The premise of this work is to explore the potential of
the second-order, self-adjoint Boltzmann-CSD equation for solving charged-particle
transport problems such as cable SGEMP.

A one-dimensional (Cartesian coordinates), multigroup S. code will be de-
veloped using CEPXS generated electron and photon cross-sections to incorporate
charged-particle physics and enable the solution of coupled electron-photon problems.
The Sn approximation of the angular variable will use a standard Gauss quadrature
set. This work will not include utilizing parallel computing techniques. The computer
code developed will calculate the energy dependent particle fluxes, energy deposition
profiles and charge deposition profiles for coupled electron-photon transport prob-
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lems. Code verification will be accomplished by comparing results with ONEBFP for
select problems.

In the next chapter a description of coupled electron-photon transport physics
is provided along with a detailed description of the interaction cross-sections provided
by CEPXS. Furthermore, the derivation of the BFP equation will be discussed, the
Boltzmann-CSD equation will be defined and the coupled electron-photon transport
equations presented.
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2 Coupled Electron-Photon Transport

The interactions that photons and electrons undergo are significantly different. Elec-
tron and photon transport is coupled due to the fact that sources of electrons or
photons produce a cascade of radiation as they propagate through matter which con-
sists of electrons (e–), photons (~) and positrons (e+).

2.1 Photon Interactions with Matter

Photons consist of gamma rays, continuous and characteristic X-rays, and annihila-
tion radiation. Photons are classified according to their mode of origin.22 The elec-
tromagnetic radiation that accompanies nuclear transitions are called gamma rays.
Continuous X-rays or bremsstrahlung are emitted from radiative inelastic collisions of
charged particles while characteristic X-rays are emitted during atomic transitions of
bound electrons between shells. When an electron and positron combine annihilation
radiation is emitted. Photon interactions are dominated by absorption and inelastic
scattering collisions that reduce the photon’s energy. The principal interactions of
photons in matter are the photoelectric effect, inelastic (Compton) scattering , elastic
(Thomson) scattering, pair production and photonuclear reactions.23

Photoelectric Effect Below energies of 100 keV the dominant interaction of pho-
tons for high-Z materials is the photoelectric effect. When the photoelectric effect
takes place a photon interacts with an electron bound in an atom and is completely
absorbed. An electron is ejected from the atom with an energy that is equal to the
photon energy less the binding energy of the electron. The ejected electron is called
a photoelectron. The absorption process is characterized by the emission of charac-
teristic X-rays and Auger electrons as the atom transitions to fill the vacancy left by
the ejected electron. The probability of photoelectric absorption is largest for high-Z
materials and low-energy photons (< 100 keV).

Inelastic (Compton) Scattering In this scattering interaction a photon is scat-
tered off an electron, losing energy and changing direction. This scattering also results
in a recoil electron, referred to as a Compton electron, which is knocked loose from
the target atom. This ionization primarily occurs with the outermost atomic shells
and results in a cascade of Auger electrons and fluorescence photons that are very
low in energy. This cascade of radiation is also referred to as relaxation radiation.
The probability of photons undergoing a Compton scattering event increases with the
incident photon energy and material atomic number.
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Elastic (Thomson) Scattering In an elastic scattering event a photon is scattered
off an electron and changes direction without experiencing a loss in energy. The
probability of photons undergoing a Thomson scattering event is largest for low energy
photons (< 100 keV).

Pair Production In this threshold process a photon with a minimum energy of 1.022
MeV is converted into an electron-positron pair in the field of an atomic nucleus. The
photon is completely absorbed and an electron-positron pair is produced with a total
energy equal to the incident photon. The probability of a photon undergoing pair
production increases with photon energy and atomic number.

Photonuclear Reactions In photonuclear reactions or photodisintegration, pho-
tons are absorbed by an atomic nucleus and a nucleon is ejected. Photonuclear
reactions are threshold processes in which the incident photon must possess enough
energy to overcome the nucleon binding energy, usually several MeV. The proba-
bility for photonuclear reactions is orders of magnitude smaller than the combined
probabilities of the photon interactions discussed above.23

2.2 Electron Interactions with Matter

The interactions of electrons with matter differ from photons due to the lack of
absorption events, rather electrons are dominated by scattering events. Electrons
are dominated by. elastic scattering events in which there is deflection but no energy
loss and inelastic scattering events which yield small energy losses and no deflection.
Charged particles are characterized by a stopping power which is the energy loss
per path length traveled in MeV/cm. For electrons there are three major types of
interactions: elastic scattering, collisional inelastic scattering and radiative inelastic
scattering.23

Collisional Inelastic Scattering An electron that undergoes a collisional inelas-
tic scattering event loses energy as it undergoes a change in direction. Collisional
scattering is often divided into two categories “hard” or “catastrophic” for large en-
ergy losses and “soft” for small energy losses. “Hard” collisions ionize the innermost
atomic shells and result in the generation of secondary or “knock-on” electrons as
well as a cascade of relaxation radiation made up of Auger electrons and fluores-
cence photons. “soft” collisions ionize the outermost shells and/or excite the atom.
“Knock-on” electrons and relaxation radiation produced by “soft” collisions are very
low in energy. The inelastic cross-section rapidly increases as energy loss becomes
small; that is, “soft” collisions dominate.

Radiative Inelastic Scattering When an electron undergoes radiative inelastic
scattering it results in the production of bremsstrahlung. Radiative inelastic scat-
tering or bremsstrahlung production dominates for high energy electrons in high-Z

.
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materials. At high energies, radiative scattering can give rise to electron-photon
cascade showers because high-energy electrons yield high-energy photons which can
undergo Compton scattering and pair-production producing more electrons that can
also undergo radiative inelastic scattering.23

Elastic Scattering A electron undergoing an elastic scattering event experiences
a directional change without significant energy loss. Elastic scattering interactions
for electrons are highly forward peaked or highly anisotropic. Unlike photons, elastic
scattering interactions are significant for electrons and play a major role in electron
transport.

2.3 CEPXS Cross-Section Generating Code

The probability of an electron or photon undergoing a certain type of interaction is
quantified by cross-sections. Electron cross-sections are many orders of magnitude
greater than photon cross-sections. 1 The difference in magnitude between the cross- ‘
sections of photons and electrons means that their respective mean free paths are
very different; and therefore, the scale over which interactions occur is different. For
instance, if we consider a 1.0 MeV photon and a 1.0 MeV electron traveling through
lead the mean free path for the photon is 1.25 cm while the electron’s mean free
path is only 3.0x10-G cm.1 This radical difference in the scale over which interac-
tions occur for electrons and photons adds to the challenge of accurately modeling
coupled electron-photon transport problems. The extremely small scale for electron
interactions requires a high-order spatial discretization scheme or a very fine mesh to
be accurately modeled.

Including real physics in a coupled electron-photon transport code is achieved
through coupling to the appropriate cross-section sets. CEPXS is a multigroup Leg-
endre cross-section generating code for electrons and photons developed in a collab-
oration between SNL and LANL.24 The cross-sections generated by CEPXS allow
coupled electron-photon transport calculations to be performed with standard dis-
crete ordinates codes. CEPXS extracts electron cross-sections from the DATAPAC
data set, photon cross-section information from Biggs-Lighthill data and treats ion-
ization and relaxation with the same model employed by MC-ITS .24 Coupling to
CEPXS allows electron and photon transport to be modeled using “real” physics.
CEPXS provides the following cross-sections for electron interactions with matter:
elastic scattering, inelastic collisional scattering, inelastic radiative collisional scat-
tering, “knock-on” electron production, radiative emission and K-shell impact ion-
ization and relaxation.24 For photon transport, CEPXS models: Compton scattering
and electron production, photoelectric absorption, photoelectron production, and pair
production. 24 For more detailed information on the treatment of the physics of elec-
tron and photon interactions in CEPXS, the reader is referred to the CEPXS Physics
guide.
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Photon cross-sections for these interactions are readily cast into the multigroup
Legendre form needed by deterministic codes while electron cross-sections require
additional approximations to” be derived in this form. The fundamental differences
between electron and neutral particle cross-sections are that electron cross-sections are
highly forward peaked and their inelastic cross-section increases rapidly in magnitude
as the energy loss goes to zero.9 A standard multigroup Legendre representation of
the electron elastic scattering cross-sections would be prohibitive requiring a large
number of energy groups and a large order for the Legendre expansion resulting
in high computational costs. To deal with the difficulties of casting electron cross-
sections into a multigroup Legendre form two approximations are introduced:g (1)
the extended transport cross-section correction and (2) the continuous slowing down
approximation (CSDA).

The extended transport cross-section correction permits the forward-peaked
electron scattering cross-section to be accurately represented by a modest order Leg-
endre expansion. 11 In the extended transport correction the elastic scattering cross-
section is corrected by removing a delta-function component representing within-
group scattering. 11~25 The multigroup approximation for electron cross-sections is
practical with the CSDA which treats the “soft” inelastic scattering interactions that
dominate electron transport as a continuous slowing down of the electrons as they
propagate through matter. 24 CSDA can be envisioned as a drag force on the elec-
trons as they move through matter in the same way a drag force operates on a particle
moving through a fluid. CSDA is implemented by solving a modified BFP transport
equation for charged-particle calculations using a restricted stopping power in the
CSD term.1°’2G The restricted stopping power accounts only for “soft” scattering
collisions characterized by small energy losses with no deflection.

Solving the electron transport problems with standard discrete ordinate trans-
port codes written for neutral particles requires the CSD term to be included through
means of an approximation. CEPXS includes the option to generate special electron
cross-sections that can be used with conventional discrete ordinate codes to effectively
solve the BFP equation using the neutral particle Boltzmann transport equation.g
The approach incorporated in CEPXS is based on the development of “pseudo” cross-
sections which represent a difference form of the CSD operator derived by Morel.2G’27
This approximation allows the BFP equation to be solved effectively in the neutral
particle transport equation by including the CSD operator in the differential scatter-
ing cross-section using these “pseudo” cross-sections.

2.4 Coupled Electron-Photon ‘I!ransport Equation

The purpose of radiation transport is to determine how particles move through mate-
rials and what effects their propagation has on the material through the mechanisms
of energy and charge deposition. The angular flux, denoted as W(r, E, Cl), represents
the flux of particles at position r, with energy 1? and traveling in direction S2, and
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yields physically interesting quantities such as the photon energy spectrum and elec-
tron currents. Energy deposition (dose) and charge deposition can also be determined
by combining cross-sections with particle fluxes.

The angular flux can be determined by solving the three-dimensional, time-
independent Boltzmann transport equation5 which is written as

Cl. VV(r, E, $2) + at(r, E)V(r, E, Cl) =

JdE’JdfY os(r, l.? -+ E, W. Q) . IU(r,l?, fl’) + Q(r, E, n) (2.1)

where

Q(r, E, Cl) = at position r, with energy E and traveling in direction Q

at (r, E) = total cross-section at position r, energy E

0$(r, E’ + E, $2’. Q) = differential scattering cross-section

Q(r, E, Q) = external source at position r, energy E, and traveling in

direction 0

The direction Q is a unit vector which is depicted in Figure 2.2 and is mathematically

(2.2)

The right-hand side of equation 2.1 represents the scattering source and external
source. The scattering source is the integral of the cross-section differential in energy
and angle. For charged-particle transport the scattering cross-sections are extremely
forward peaked and equation 2.1 is not the best suited equation
transport through matter; rather the Boltzmann Fokker-Planck
used.

2.4.1 Boltzmann Fokker-Planck Equation

for modeling their
(BFP) equation is

The extremely forward-peaked scattering cross-section that characterizes
particle t-ransport looks like a delta function around a scattering angle of

z
P

t
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/
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Figure 2.2: Angular Coordinate System
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cannot be approximated with a typical polynomial expansion.8 To overcome this
problem, the Fokker-Planck approximation, is introduced into the Boltzmann trans-
port equation. The BFP equation is derived from the linear Boltzmann transport
equation for neutral particles by approximating the integral Boltzmann scattering
operator with a differential operator using Taylor expansion techniques.8’26 In elastic
scattering the energy loss and scattering angle are coupled allowing the differential
scattering cross-section to be expressed as follows:2G

cr$(r,E’ -+ E, fl.) = o~(r, E’ -+ E)6[p0 – f(ll, E’)] (2.3)

The Fokker-Planck approximation replaces the integral scattering operator for
extremely forward peaked scattering events with a three term differential operator.
This operator, called the Fokker-Planck operator, effectively decouples energy loss
and scattering angle by separating the scattering integral into a term that represents
the change in direction without energy loss and two terms that combine to represent
the redistribution of energy without a directional change.2G The BFP equation2Gis

0. VIP(r, E, Q) + a~(r, E) W(r, E, fl) = (2.4)

fdll’ fdfl’ o~(r, E’ + E, Q’ . Q) . W(r, E’, W) + Q(r, E, f2) + fFPW(r, E, Q)

where the Fokker-Plank operator, ~~p, is

The first term in the operator describes continuous energy loss, with the energy
loss per unit pathlength given by the stopping power. The second term in the Fokker-
Planck operator contains the mean-square stopping power and estimates energy-loss
straggling as particles “diffuse” in the energy space.26 The final term causes par-
ticles to scatter continuously with a mean deflection per unit pathlength dictated
by the momentum transfer. The stopping power, mean-square stopping power and
momentum transfer are defined as follows:

S(r, E) =
1“

a~(r, E -+ E’)(E + E’)dE’
o

(2.6)

I

w

$(r, E) = o~(r, E + E’) (E + E’)2dE’
o

@l

(2.7)

T’(r, E) = 27r / os(r, E, p.) (1 – p~)dp~ (2.8)
J –1

Continuous Slowing
lisional cross-section is

Down Approximation The extremely large inelastic col-
approximated through the introduction of the CSDA which

.

.
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treats “soft” inelastic collisions as a continuous energy loss without deflection. The
CSDA corresponds to setting S*(r, E) = O, ignoring energy-loss straggling,2G and
reducing equation 2.4 to:

$2. VIll(r, E, 0) – &S(r, E)!l(r, E, G?)+ O,(r, .E)W(r, E, fl) =

//
dE’ dfl’ o,(r, E’ -+ E, $1’. Cl) . W(r, E’, $2’) + Q(r, E, Q)

Implementing the CSDA approximation dictates the use of the restricted stopping
power which is defined only for “soft” collisions. Consequently, the cross-sections,
ot(r, E) and OS(r, E’ ~ E, W “ Q), in equation 2.9 include only “hard” collisions.
The term with restricted stopping power in equation 2.9 is referred to as the CSD
operator.

Boh5zmann- CSD Equation

A further modification can be made to the BFP equation for typical electron trans-
port problems. The momentum transfer term in the Fokker-Planck operator is only
important for heavy-charged particle transport and electron beam problems. There-
fore, in typical electron transport problems it is often ignored and equation 2.4 is
modified to become the Boltzmann-CSD equation:

Q - VIl!(r, E, $2) – &S(r, E)W(r, E, 0) + a,(r, E)il?(r, E, Q) =

II
dE’ dfl’ a$(r, E’ ~ E, Q’ . K!) - @(r, E’, K?)+ Q(r, E, $2) (2.10)

which is the form of the transport equation used for e– in this research.

2.4.2 Coupled Electron-Photon Transport Equations

Coupling occurs between the photon and electron transport equations (2.1, 2.9) as a
result of the fact that electron interactions generate photons and photon interactions
generate electrons. The coupled electron-photon equations are given as:
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where

me(r, E, $2), ~~(r, E, Q) =

a=

f%(ry E), a~,7(r)E) =
o~,.+.(r, E’ j E, Q’ . Q) =

Electron, photon angular flux

Particle direction

Electron, photon total cross-section

e– to e– differential scattering and production

cross-section

o. ~+e(r, E’ ~ E, Q’ . fl) = ~ to e- differential scattering cross-section

a~~+v(r, E’ ~ E, !2’ . Q) = ~ to ~ differential scattering cross-section

o~.+~(r, E’ ~ 1?, Q’ . Q) = e- to ~ differential scattering cross-section>
S(rj .E) = Electron restricted stopping power

Qe(r, ~, Q), QJr, E, a) = External source

The units associated with the angular fluxes, Q. and 1117,andthe external sources,

( )Q, and QT, are ~ . The particle direction, $2,has units of steradians (str).

The total cross-sections are in cm-l

(.m~vstr)

while the differential cross-sections have units of
The electron stopping power defines the energy loss per unit pathlength

()
traveled and has units of ~ . In equation 2.11, the “hard” collisions are treated

with the integral operator while the “soft” collisions are treated by the CSD operator.
In the next chapter numerical solutions of the transport equation will be dis-

cussed. The scattering source iteration approach will also be introduced.

I
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3 Numerical Solution of the Transport 13quation

Numerical techniques used to solve particle transport problems utilize either stochas-
tic or deterministic methods. The Monte Carlo technique is a stochastic method
that simulates individual particle trajectories by “random walk”. Codes that use
the Monte Carlo (MC) method do not explicitly solve the transport equation, rather
they construct particle histories by systematically sampling changes in position, en-
ergy and direction using cross-section derived probability distributions.1 MC-ITS and
MCNP are examples of MC codes that solve coupled electron-photon problems.4’ 15
In deterministic methods, a discretized version of the transport equation is solved.5
The discrete ordinates or S. method (discrete angles) is the dominant deterministic
method used in particle transport which was refined for neutral particle transport
in the early 1950s at LANL.1 In the S~ method, the scattering integral is evaluated
using quadrature sets, such as the Gauss quadrature set, combined with a Legendre
expansion of the scattering cross-section.

There are advantages and disadvantages associated with both the MC and de-
terministic methods, and consequently, there are proponents of each method for the
solution of transport problems. Each method is associated with errors, for the MC
method these errors are statistical in nature while deterministic methods are charac-
terized by discretization errors. In evaluating charge deposition and electron currents
necessary in the study of radiation effects in electronics deterministic codes have a
definite advantage over MC codes. Determining the charge deposition is difficult for
MC because of the inherently poor statistics due to the fact that charge deposition
occurs at a point in space rather than over a path. Also the extremely fine spatial
resolution required to get the charge deposition at a point is difficult to achieve with
MC codes. The statistical nature of MC also makes it hard to determine photoelec-
tric and Compton electron emission and currents, As discussed earlier in Chapter 1,
charge deposition is important in evaluating IEMP and cable SGEMP while currents
are necessary in evaluating cavity SGEMP. Accurately evaluating charge deposition
and electron currents is one of the fundamental reasons for using S~ codes in charged-
particle transport problems.

Traditionally, coupled electron-photon transport problems have been mod-
eled using condensed-history Monte Carlo codes or deterministic codes using the Sn
method for neutral particle transport coupled with CEPXS generated cross-sections.4’9
In this discrete ordinates approach the BFP equation is effectively solved by incor-
porating a CEPXS generated “pseudo” cross-section that lumps the CSD operator
together with the electron differential scattering cross-section.9’27 These “pseudo”
cross-sections were derived by Morel by discretizing the explicit CSD operator using
the diamond difference (DD) method. 27 Lazo and Morel applied a LD approxima-
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tion to the CSD operator which also resulted in “pseudo” cross-sections.28 These
“pseudo” cross-sections allowed the BFP equation to be solved using well-established,
neutral particle discrete ordinate codes such as ONEDANT6 effectively solving cou-
pled electron-photon transport problems without the need to develop new discrete
ordinates codes specifically for charged-particle transport problems.

Over the years several methods have been developed to solve electron energy
and charge deposition by reproducing the continuous slowing down operator using
various difference schemes on the BFP equation. For instance, Przybylski and Ligou8
applied the DD scheme to a coupled treatment of the energy and space variables.
Honrubia and Aragon6s29 applied a linear discontinuous (LD) finite element scheme
to the BFP equation to both space and energy to provide a coupled treatment of these
variables. Despite the research efforts that have been directed towards the solution
of charged particle transport problems, few production codes are available such as
CEPXS/ONELD and ONEBFP.9’14

Due to the CSD term and the rapid loss of energy experienced by charged parti-
cles, solving electron transport problems requires higher order discretization schemes.
Higher order schemes can refer to higher order discontinuous spatial representations
in finite element methods or higher”order continuous nodal methods. Moving to a
higher order continuous scheme like the linear nodal method does not guarantee that
oscillations will be damped as they still lack the flexibility to handle the sharp gra-
dients experienced due to rapid energy loss or at material interfaces between high-Z
and low-Z materials. However, discontinuous discretization schemes tend to be more
robust.

The research presented in this document employs a deterministic method to
solve the Boltzmann-CSD transport equation for coupled electron-photon transport
problems. The transport equation is discretized in angle using discrete ordinates and
in space and energy using finite elements. The scattering kernel is expanded using
Legendre polynomials and multigroup cross-sections from CEPXS are used. Here a
brief overview of the multigroup approximation, Legendre expansion of the scattering
kernel and the angle, space and energy discretization schemes employed in this work
is provided. For reference, the continuous one-dimensional Boltzmann-CSD equation
is given below as

u 1

m d~ d/h& E’ + E, /JO)V(Z,E’, N’) + Q(z, E, /.J)
–1

(3.1)

.

where p. = W . Cl.
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3.1 Multigroup Approximation

Treating the energy domain with the multigroup approximation requires that the
energy range be divided into G intervals as depicted in Figure 3.2. The particles
in group g are those with energies between 139+112and E9_112 and the traditional
notation is that the group with the highest energy is g = 1 and the group with lowest
energy is g = G. The group angular flux is defined as

I

Eg–~jz
Vg(r, 0) = ~ E +112dE II(r, E, 0) (3.2)

9

The integral over all energies is then defined as follows

~“dE=g~dE=gAE9

Multigroup cross-sections are treated as constants within each energy group and are
defined in CEPXS as

1

I

‘g-ljz
dE a(r, E) (3.3)o~(r) = ~ Eg+llz

Introducing the multigroup approximation into the one-dimensional scattering source
in equation 3.1 transforms it as follows

m

11

1

dE’ dp’ a~(q E’ ~ E, pO)!V(z, E’, p’) =
–1

(3.4)

IncreasingEnergy *

g=G g-1 9 g=l

E
G-112 Eg+312 Eg+l/2 E9-112 E3]z

%2‘(3+1/2

Figure 3.2: Division of Energy Range into G Groups
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The multigroup differential scattering cross-section from group g’ to g is defined as

(@(z, /uo)= MdE dE’ cT.(X, E’ ~ E, Ho) (3.5)
9 9’

and the multigroup scattering source in group g becomes

3.2 Legendre Expansion of Scattering Cross-Section

(3.6)

The differential scattering cross-section appearing in the scattering source in equation
3.1 will be expressed as a Legendre expansion as depicted below

(3.7)

where a~~g(r) are the Legendre moments of the scattering cross-section from g’ + g.
Introducing the Legendre expansion of the scattering cross-section into a general
multigroup scattering source gives

(3.8)

where the Legendre moments of the flux are defined as

(3.9)

which in 1-D reduces to

fi(flo) = R(P) E(P’)
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F’l~(p) and F’l~(p’) are the associated Legendre functions

‘Plm(p) = (–l)m(l – @@~ 2,pm(~

given by

– 1) (3.12)

With the Legendre expansion of the scattering cross-section the one-dimensional scat-
tering source in equation 3.1 becomes

fca /=1

/0 dE’]_,dP’~s(x>E’ +EP’)~(x7E’jP’)

(3.13)

The order of the Legendre expansion is truncated to a maximum value L which
determines the degree of anisotropy incorporated into the scattering kernel. For
isotropic scattering, L = O, the total scattering cross-section (os,o) and scalar flux
(do) make up the scattering source.

3.3 Discrete Ordinates Formulation

Using discrete ordinates angular discretization requires that equation 3.1 be evaluated
for a finite number of distinct angles, pn, and a quadrature approximation is used to
evaluate the integral term in angle. If a quadrature formula on the interval –1 <
p ~ 1 with iV ordinates ~n and associated weights, w~, is chosen a discrete ordinates
approximation of order N is said to result.5 In the discrete ordinates formulation the
angular flux, ili(z, E, p), becomes IP(z, E, p.) and is written as *.(%, E).

The scalar flux and Legendre flux moments in discrete ordinates is approxi-
mated using a quadrature formula as follows:

(3.14)

and
.Ii

where Wn are the weights associated with each discrete ordinate. The quadrature
formula is normalized by

to be symmetric about p

E Wn = 2. The quadrature

=“0 which is accomplished by

/!Ln > 0,

formulas are normally taken

requiring

N
PN+l–9Z = –Pn, n=l,2,.. .,—.~

.4

?f)N+l-n = Wm
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Incorporating discrete ordinates into the scattering source given in equation
3.13 above yields,

s~i ‘2:’)”:rg(’)~(~.)@9’~(’) (3.16)
9’ 9 l=o

In discrete ordinates codes the order of the Legendre expansion of the scattering
cross-section is dictatedby the order of discrete ordinates, N, where L=N– 1.11

Utilizing the multigroup approximation, the Legendre expansion ofthe scat-
tering kernel and discrete ordinates the one-dimensional Boltzmann-CSD equationin
3.1 is written as

3.4 Space and Energy Discretization of the Transport Equation

To obtain a numerical solution of the equation 3.17 it must first be discretized in
space and energy to derive a system of equations. The first step is to introduce a
two-dimensional grid which subdivides the space and energy domain into discrete
cells or groups as shown in Figure 3.3. Numerically, this discretization is represented
by integrating equation 3.17 over the gt~ energy group and the kt~ spatial cell. The
next step is to relate the cell-edge angular fluxes with cell-averaged angular fluxes
and relate the groupedge angular fluxes with the groupaveraged angular fluxes using
closure relationships or the basis expansion of the flux depending on the discretization
method.

Closure relationships are used with finite difference methods and are derived
from auxiliary relationships depending on the method used such as Diamond Differ-
ence (DD) or step. When finite element methods are used the basis expansion of
the flux depends on the trial functions used such as Linear Discontinuous (LD) trial
functions. A brief introduction to the finite difference and finite element methods of
discretization follows.

3.4.1 Finite Difference Methods

To introduce finite difference methods we will discuss the implementation of the well-
known diamond difference (DD) approach. In applying DD to equation 3.17 we first
discretize the energy domain by dividing it into G discrete energy groups of width A.E9
as depicted in Figure 3.3. Each energy group is bounded by an upper energy>Eg.lp,
and a lower energy, 13g+1i2,where AE9 = Eg.1/2 —Eg+l/2. Using the multigroup

,

.

.
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Figure 3.3: Energy and Spatial Discretization of Problem Domain

approach means that the cross-sections (a~) and stopping powers (S9) are piecewise
constant parameters in each respective group.

The closure relationship applied in the DD method is a simple linear average
across the energy group or spatial cell and is described mathematically below

[
W.,g(z) = ; %,g-1/2(z) + WW+l/2(~)

1
(3.18)

[
@n,#(E) = ; wn,k+l/@) +

The group-averaged flux is defined as

1 r-%-~12

q&/@)
1

(3.19)

~n,g(x) = & JE,j,/2 Ilzn(z,E)(L?3 (3.20)

Similarly, the cell-averaged, groupaveraged angulaz flux, 11.,~,~,is defined as

1

/

3%+1/2

~n,g,k = —

‘Xk zk.1/2

V~,g(x)dx (3.21)

Discretizing the energy domain in equation 3.17 is accomplished by integrating
over an energy ceil from 23~+112to 13~_1\2.We evaluate this integration and introduce
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the multigroup stopping power and the energy closure relationship to get a DD in
energy discretized form of equation 3.17. To get a spatially discretized version of the
DD in energy equation, integrate it over the kt~ cell and introduce the DD in space
closure relationship.

The DD method is a second-order accurate scheme that is not strictly positive
and can yield negative angular fluxes resulting in oscillations. For electron transport
problems higher order accurate schemes are often needed due to the CSD term and
the rapid loss of energy experienced by electrons.

3.4.2 Finite Element Methods

As with all methods, implementing the finite element method in space and energy
requires discretizing the spatial and energy domain into discrete cells or groups as
depicted in Figure 3.3. Representing equation 3.17 in compact operator notation
gives

$Vn(z, E) = qn(z, E) (3.22)

(3.23)

The scattering and external source are represented by q.(cc, E) in the above equation.
A finite element representation of the angular flux, ~. (z, E), is introduced. A two-
dimensional basis expansion of the angular flux in space and energy is given below

(3.24)
gd k=l

in space and energy and @~,g,~are the13~,~(z,E) are the basis or trial functions
expansion coefficients, respectively. The residual of the transport equation is defined
by introducing the approximation ~. (x, l?) yielding

Siin(q E) – qn(z, E) # o (3.25)

A weighted residual construction is used to obtain a linear system of equations
by taking the inner product of the weight functions with equation 3.17. Here the
Galerkin method is implemented which means that the weight functions and the
basis functions are identical. The inner product of two functions ~(z) and g(x) is the
integral of their product over the entire domain of Z. The inner product of the weight
functions with equation 3.17 written in compact operator notation is shown below,

(LL7+X.(Z,E)} = JE9-1’2cm[bJ&iin(z,E)] (3.26)
Eg+l/2

J
(wzl&iin(z, E)) = “+”2 dx [c&iij(z, E)] (3.27)

‘k-l/2

.
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In evaluating the inner products above, the basis expansion or finite element repre-
sentation of the angular flux is introduced.

Using linear discontinuous trial functions, introduces an extra degree of free-
dom by allowing a discontinuity at the cell edges and are third-order accurate. In the
next chapter we will detail the application of LD trial functions in energy along with
linear continuous trial functions in space in discretizing the SAAF formulation of the
Boltzmann-CSD equation.

3.5 Scattering Source Iteration Method

To obtain a numerical solution of equation 3.17 the discretized equations must then
be implemented in a computer model. We solve for the angular fluxes across the slab
for a given energy group before proceeding to the next energy group. For a given
energy group, the scattering source on the right-hand side of the equation depends
on contributions from higher energy groups as well as a contribution from the current
energy group due to elastic scattering events. Obtaining a solution to the transport
equation within a given energy group given this dependence on the angular flux of
the current group implies the need to iterate on this scattering source.

Writing equation 3.17 in source iteration form and introducing an iteration
index, 1, on the angular flux gives

+:+7Z,E) – & {S(X,E)v!:+’(%, E)} + O,(z, E)iu:+’(z, E)

= Q?t(z, E) + qn(q ~) (3.28)

The scattering source iteration method means that for each energy group we converge
on the scattering source on the right-hand side.

Experience tells us that acceleration techniques are necessary to accelerate
the source iteration for problems that are optically thick and have scattering ratios
near unity such as electron transport problems. 30’31The most successful acceleration
methods, called synthetic acceleration methods, for source iteration use a “low-order”
approximation to the transport equation such as the diffusion equation.30’32 Chapter
5 will detail the application of synthetic acceleration to the second-order, self adjoint
angular flux (SAAF) formulation of the Boltzmann-CSD equation.

The next chapter presents the derivation of SAAF formulation of the Boltz-
mann transport equation. Energy and spatial discretization of the SAAF equation
using finite elements is also presented.
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4 Self-Adjoint Formulation of the llansport Equation

The self-adjoint formulation of the transport equation is a second-order form. A
primary motive to transition from solving a first-order form of the transport equa-
tion to a second-order form is the numerical system of equations that results with
this form of the transport equation. Recent work has shown that solving a second-
order, even-odd parity form of the Boltzmann transport equation for neutral particles
results in a symmetric, positive definite matrix equation. 17 The symmetric matrix
equations can be solved efficiently due to the existence of efficient, robust numerical
techniques and are compatible with specific parallel computer architectures. Josef
and Morel recently developed a two-dimensional, simplified spherical harmonics cou-
pled electron-photon code that solves an even-odd parity, second-order formulation
of the transport equation using “pseudo” cross-sections from CEPXS to approximate
the CSD operator.18

Solving a second-order form of the transport equation has other advantages
besides the system of equations resulting from the discretization of this equation.
For instance, in neutral particle transport finite element treatments of the space
and angle in the even-odd parity formulation of the transport equation have been
shown to be both accurate and less susceptible to ray effects than standard discrete
ordinates solutions to the first-order transport equation.33 Miller also showed that
strictly positive spatial differencing schemes can be developed for one-dimensional
even-odd parity S. equations with isotropic scattering that have both the thick and
intermediate diffusion limits and are efficiently solved using source iteration with
diffusion-synthetic acceleration (DSA) .17 According to Morel and McGhee, solving a
second-order, even-odd parity form of the transport equation generally makes it easier
to apply DSA because the discretized diffusion equation is derived from a discretized
transport equation in second-order form. 20 Perhaps the most apparent disadvantage
of the second-order form of the transport equation is that the second order derivative
terms prevent a discontinuous discretization in space. This may prove most important
in coupled electron-photon transport problems which generally require higher order
discontinuous discretization schemes to yield accurate results.

The traditional method of formulati~g a second-order form of the transport
equation is the even-odd parity formulation which is detailed by Lewis and Miller
in “Computational Methods of Neutron Transport”.5 The even-odd parity transport
equation derivation is based on the division of the angular flux into even and odd
angular-parity components. The even-odd parity formulation is appealing because it
allows one to consider only half of the normal angular domain; however, the bound-
ary conditions for the even-odd parity equations are complex and the derivation for
anisotropic scattering sources is convoluted. 5 A new method of deriving a second-
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order formulation of the transport equation has been developed by Morel called the
self-adjoint form which eliminates the complexities introduced by the even-odd parity
formulation.34

4.1 SAAF Formulation of the Boltzmann Transport Equation

The self-adjoint formulation of the transport equation was developed by More134to
avoid separating the angular flux into even and odd-parity components. Consider the
general S. Boltzmann transport equation for neutral particles,

where Q~(r, 1?)
adjoint, angular

C?. . Vlll.(r, l?) + o,(r, E) V.(r, E) = Q.(r, E)

represents the scattering and external source.
flux (SAAF) form of the above equation begins

ll~(r, E) as follows:

II?.(r, E) =
1

{
Q.(r, @ – %” VW~(r, 1?)

at (r, E) }

(4.1)

Deriving the self-
with solving it for

(4.2)

We then substitute equation 4.2 for Ill. (r, E) back into our original first order equa-
tion to get the second-order, self-adjoint form of the transport equation for neutral
particles:

–t-l. “ v
{

1

}
Cl. . V1l.(r, E) + a~(r, E) T.(r, E) = Q.(r, E)

at(r, E)
(4.3)

- ‘n”v{:Qn@E)
In one-dimension equation 4.3 becomes

{

28 la

} 8{AQn(x1Eo‘4-4)——Wn(x, E) + Ot~n(X, E) = Q~(x, E) – pnz ~~
–p”% o~ax

Boumia~ Conditions

For incoming directions, the boundary conditions for the SAAF formulation of the
Boltzmann transport equation are identical to those used with the first-order formu-
lation of the transport equation. For example, the boundary condition for a known
incoming source on surface r for equation 4.3 is

lUn(r,E) = Fn(r, E), fl. -ii e O, rc17 (4.5)

For a vacuum boundary condition Fn(r, E) is set equal to O. An albedo boundary
condition is specified as follows

.

W.(r, E) =a(E)IU., (r, E), 0. .ti <0, reI’ (4.6)
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where Cln is the reflection angle corresponding to an incidence angle of fl~) and
ii o$& = –ii oflnj and (fl~ x fl~f ) . ii = O. The reflective boundary condition in which
all outgoing particles are “reflected” back is obtained by setting a(n) = 1.0.

Unlike the first-order formulation of the transport equation, the second-order
SAAF formulation requires boundary conditions for the outgoing directions at the
surfaces. This requirement is satisfied by applying equation 4.2 at the surface in the
outgoing directions as depicted below

V.(r, l?) =
1

{ }
Q.(r,l?) - Cl.. VV.(r, @ O.. ii> O, rtr (4.7)

at (r, E)

The derivation of the SAAF transport equation is much simpler and more
direct than the even-odd parity formulation. Also, the boundary conditions do not
need to be separated into an even- and odd-parity component. In the next section,
we detail the derivation of the self-adjoint form of the Boltzmann-CSD equation with
the explicit CSD term using linear discontinuous trial functions in energy.

4.2 SAAF Formulation of the Boltzmann-CSD

Consider the general S. Boltzmann-CSD (B-CSD) equation:

Q.. VT. - -& [SW.] + a,~. = Q.

Equation

(4.8)

where the variable dependencies of the angular flux, cross-sections, scattering source
and stopping power shown in earlier equations are omitted for simplicity. As discussed
earlier in Chapter 2, the above equation is a modified version of the BFP equation
using the CSD approximation and ignoring momentum transfer. The source, Qn, on
the left hand side contains the scattering source, Q;, and the external source, qn. The
scattering source can be expanded as follows

Q;= ~w dE’ / dfl o,(r, E’ --i E, ~’ . fl)Wm (4.9)
o 47r

where OSabove is the differential scattering cross-section. Solving equation 4.8 for
W. gives,

(4.10)

Substituting equation 4.10 for W. into equation 4.8 yields the SAAF formulation of
the B-CSD equation:

-Qn”v(:nn”vzn)+nnv(::’swn’)- ~[smn]‘41’)
+Otiln ()=Qn– A2.. V ;Qn
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The coupled space-energy derivative term in the above SAAF is not a self-
adjoint operator. The presence of a non-self-adjoint operator on the left-hand side
will destroy the symmetric positive definite matrix that is expected from the second-
order form of the transport equation when a continuous spatial discretization scheme
is applied. To eliminate this coupled space-energy derivative term, we derive an
energy discretized SAAF equation by first applying an energy discretization scheme
to equation 4.8 before deriving the SAAF formulation as detailed next.

4.2.1 LD in Energy SAAF Boltzmann-CSD Equation

Consider the one-dimensional, S. B-CSD equation

l%~~n(~, @ – : {s(% -E)Qn(% @}

Equation 4.12 can be written in compact operator

&w.(z, @ = Q.(z, @

+ OJZ, E)wn(%, E)

= Q;(z, ~) + qn(z, @ (4.12)

notation as follows

(4.13)

(4.14)

where the scattering and externid source on the right hand side of equation 4.12 are
lumped into the variable Qn(z, l?). To discretize equation 4.13 in energy a finite
element representation of the angular flux, IIJn(x, E), is introduced that utilizes the
basis expansion of the angular flux in energy given below

Wn(x, E) =%& E) = ‘~5@)tha,&) (4.15)
g+

where l?~(E) is the basis or trial function in energy and ~n,g are expansion coefficients
or groupedge fluxes. The residual of the transport equation (4.13) is defined by
introducing the approximation in (z, 23) into the equation giving

&iin(z,E) - Qn(z, E) # O (4.16)

A weighted residual minimization is used to obtain a linear system of equations
by taking the inner product of the weight functions with equation 4.13. Here the
Galerkin method is implemented in which the weight functions and basis functions
are identical. The inner product of the weight function with equation 4.13 is shown
below,

I

-Eg-l/2
(L&+!a@, E))= m [LG@En(z, E)]

-%+1/2
(4.17)

,

.
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IrIevaluating the inner product above, the basis expansion or finite element represen-
tation of the angular flux is introduced.

Linear Discontinuous Finite Elements The linear discontinuous (LD) trial
functions allow a discontinuity in the angular flux at the energy inflow boundary,
~g-llz, of an energy group. The LD finite element basis expansion used here is a
Legendre basis:

!vn(z, E) = ~(qw:,g(z) + &(E)w:,g(z) (4.18)

where

M(E) = 1

z%(E) = +(E - E,)
9

V: is the group average angular flux and W; is the group slope angular flux. We refer
to equation 4.18 as the slope-average representation of IU.(Z, E). Figure 4.2 depicts
the relationship between V& and ~~,~ and the group-edge angular fluxes, T~,~+112
and V~,9_112.The angular flux at the upper energy or inflow boundary for group g is
defined as W.,9_lj2 = IU#,g+ ~~,~ while the angular flux at the lower energy or outflow
boundary is !Z.,9+11Z= w~,g – ~&- In applying the LD in energy finite element
discretization it is important to note the polynomials are defined as

[ 1z%(E) = R & –EJ ; Eg+l/z S E S Eg-1/z

It follows that these polynomials &~(E) are orthogonal on the interval 17~+112S E <

Eg-ljz as depicted below:

/

Eg-Ij2 AE
g dnnr

{

1 forn=n’
dEfl.fl.~ = 2n+l where 6nn,=

Eg+~/2 O forn+n’

Furthermore, at the energy group edges these polynomials can be shown to reduce to

To derive an LD in energy discretized SAAF equation we begin by taking the
weighted residual of the basis functions with equation 4.12 which reduces it to the
weak form. In taking the weighted residual the slope-average LD basis expansion for
I&n(z,l?) is used. Essentially, the inner product of g$(l?) and pf(E) is taken with
equation 4.12 separately. We start by taking the inner product of ~ with equation
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Figure 4.2:
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Linear Discontinuous Finite Elements in Energy: Slope-Average Form

4.12 and introducing the slope-average representation of @n(z, l?) as follows:

where the discrete ordinates index has been omitted for simplicity.

Each term in the above equation is reduced starting with the streaming term,

Next, the CSD operator term is evaluated and the discontinuity at ~g--lp. introduced
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as depicted below:

.

.

introduce dkcontinuity here
A/ \

[
= 1%(%-1/2 )W%/2) d@9-1/2W;-l/2 + pW9-’/JJ2/2 1

[
– d(Eg+l/2)f@g+u2) z%(%)+w)%+w+fi@g+m)q:+v2

1

= sg_@:_l– W:_l] – Sg[wf– 3’:] (4.21)

The inner product of pi with the removal term gives

= AEgOt,gQ: (4.22)

Before evaluating the inner product of ~ with the scattering source, we note that
with the LD finite element representation of W in energy Qs (x, E) can be shown to
be equivalent to the following

G4%’&yz)46,9@
QS(Z, E) + Q;(z) = ‘&z+l)fi(/L) ~

g,_l AE9 ’11
(4.23)

1=0

and it follows that

The multigroup external source, q(z, E), is a known value and the inner product of
~ with it yields,

(2%1’2(%E))= (z%lf19(4) = AE9dd

Evaluating each term of the inner product in equation 4.19 and dividing through by
A139 yields the following equation
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To complete the LD finite element discretization in energy the inner product
of #l with equation 4.12 is taken as shown below

( {Pi’
[

P:(PW% + I@:) – g s(~) ~)(Pwf + Pw:) 1
.

})

*
+C%(z,E)(p:q +P@;) – Q5@,l?)– q(z,E) = o (4.26)

where the slope-average representation of Whas been introduced. The streaming term
can be shown to reduce to

(4.27)

Evaluating the CSD term and introducing the discontinuity at Eg_l/2 yields

introduce discontinuityy here
/ \

[
= Pi @g-1/d s(Eg-l/d P: (Eg-@f-l/2 + P; (Eg-ud~;-l/2 1

[ 1– zW9+l/2)W9+l/2) f%@9+l/2)~;+l/2 + P!l(E9+l/2)~:+1/2 – 2s9~;

= sg-l[Q& – W;.l] + SJU;– S9*: – 2SJV;
= Sg-1[w;-1 – q’_J – Sgwf– Sgw; (4.28)

The inner product of pi with the removal term gives,

(4.29)

Finally, it can be shown that the scattering source and external source terms in
equation 4.26 give .

(P?/@(x, E))= (I%\Qj(z)) =O

(Pwa) = (MI%(4) = o
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The inner product in equation 4.26 yields,

.

J

Equations 4.25 and 4.30 make up the LD in energy discretized, first-order transport
equation in slope-average form. Introducing an average removal cross-section, a slope
removal cross-section and including the Sn index these equations can be written as

where aj$g and @9 have been defined as

Sg
4,9 = (Tt,g-!- —

AE9
Sg

d,g = Ut,g+ 3—
AE9

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

Equation 4.31 and 4.32 are referred to as the average and slope flux equations,
respectively. Note that the scattering source only appears in the average flux equation
as a result of the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials. It is also important to
note that the average angular flux depends on the slope angular flux, and similarly,
the slope angular flux depends on the average angular flux. This coupling between
the average and slope flux equations introduces an iteration within each energy group
between V:,g and T;,g. We refer to this coupling between the average and slope flux
as within group “upscatter” which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Equations 4.31 and 4.32 can also be solved simultaneously avoiding the itera-
tion that arises from the coupling by writing them in a matrix form:

where @n,9 = { W#g IP:,g }T, @S,g = { Qi,g o }T and ~~,g = { q.,g o }T.
The next step is to transform the LD in E discretized B-CSD equations in both

the slope-average component form and the matrix form into a second-order SAAF
formulation.

Slope-Average Component Form of LD SAAF
the derivation of the slope-average component form of
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SAAF) equation is to solve equations 4.31 and 4.32 for ll?~,~and 11~,~:

*:=L

{

sg-~ @jj;
Q:+ qg+ ~ (@:-I – W;.l) + A@ – /.J—

}
(4.36)

Z),g
AE9 9 &

(4.37)

The S. index has been omitted for simplicity.
To obtain the SAAF formulation of the average angular flux equation, equation

4.36 for Q$ is substituted into equation 4.31 which gives

Similarly, the SAAF slope equation is obtained by substituting equation 4.37 for Q;
into equation 4.32 giving

Block Matrix Form of the L13 in E SAAF Equation A+matrix form of the
SAAF equation can also be derived by solving equation 4.35 for V.,g. To simplify the
derivation we define the following

and the first-order, Block LD equation becomes

*

(4.40) ~
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We then solve the above equation for ~~ to get

.

.

(4.41)

Substituting this expression back into the first-order form of the Block LD equation
yields the LD in E SAAF formulation

which is referred to as the Block LD

written in block matrix form:

= 0; -& (R;’o;)

+ ~ – & (!R;l@

a
( - ) (442)+ Sg.ltig-l – M= !R;1S9.1V9-1

SAAF equation. It should be noted that ex-
panding the Block LD SAAF equation out does not yield the same equations for ~~,~
and Q:,g given in equations 4.38 and 4.39.

4.3 Spatially Discretized SAAF Boltzmann-CSD Equation

Now that an energy discretized version of the SAAF formulation of the 13-CSD equa-
tion using LD finite elements in energy has been derived, we need to discretize it
spatially. The second-order spatial derivative present in the SAAF formulation pre-
vents the use of discontinuous discretization schemes in space in order to preserve the
symmetry.. This may be the most apparent disadvantage of the second-order form of
the transport equation especially in solving coupled electron-photon transport prob-
lems which generally require higher order discontinuous discretization schemes to yield
accurate results. Finite elements using linear continuous (LC) trial functions will be
used to discretize the spatial variable. Using LC finite elements in space with LD in
energy strays from convention, which dictates that the same discretization schemes
be used in both variables.

Linear Continuous Trial Functions in Space Implementing a strict finite ele-
ment approximation with LC basis functions, uses the finite element representation
of the angular flux in space given below,

(4.43)

where ~g,~ are the expansion coefficients or cell-edge angular fluxes and Bk(z) are the
basis or trial functions. The linear continuous basis functions are described mathe-
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matically as follows:

11~-~(z) =

Bk+~(X) =

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)

The orthogonality of the basis functions gives

(Bk(x)lBj(z)) = O for j #k- l,k, k+l

Figure 4.3 depicts the linear continuous basis functions used in the finite element
discretization. It can be shown that in one-dimension the use of linear continuous
finite elements is equivalent to using diamond difference.

4.3.1 LC in x, LD SAAF Equation

To apply the LC basis functions in space the inner product of ~k (z) is taken with the
LD SAAF equations 4.38 and 4.39. First, consider the LD SAAF equation for the
average angular flux, ilj,~, and take the inner product of Bk($) with equation 4.38
as depicted below
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Bk(X)

I

Bk+q(X)

I

‘k-3/2 ‘k-l/2 ‘k+l /2 ‘k+3/2 ‘k+5/2

Figme 4.3: Linear Continuous Basis Functions in Space

where the Sn index is dropped for convenience. We evaluate each term in the above
equation to get a spatially discretized LD SAAF equation for Ill&. Begin by consid-
ering the inner product of Bk(z) with the first term in the equation above as follows

The

-1/2

(4.48)

(4.49)
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To simplify the evaluation of the inner product of .B~(z) with the scattering source
the following cell-edge scattering sources are defined

(4.51)

(4.52)

Q:::+l = 5(21+ l)P,(p)g~ ~a:~+1~t,g,k+,,2 (4.53)
e=o 9

Using these cell-edge scattering source, the inner products of the scattering source
yield

( )
~k (z) Q:

1
= :AWQ;;; + ;fbcQ::: + $fb+lQ;:;+l + ~AWt+lQ:;:+l (4.54)

and

(4.55)

Applying the LC finite elements to the external source yields,

(~k(x) \q~) = ; (Axkqg,k + Axk+lqg,k+l) (4.56)

and

( ‘(*qg))=&qg>k-Jk+l‘P Bk(x) ~ (4.57)

Next, the spatially discretized slowing-down source into group g is given by evaluating
the following,

(
&(x)

>

..
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and the derivative of the slowing-down source becomes

.

. (–/-4 B~(z)

( ~ Sg–l,k Sg_~,k+~
+: ~— –

P

)

)k 12 (4.59)(@A_l – W:-1 + /

R,g,k‘E9 %i,g,k+l AEg g

lp—. s9iyl (w;_,
– ~;-&+ 3/2

2 d,g,k+l 9

where (Wj–l —Qf–l)k+lp = ‘$–I,k+l/2 –*:_1,k*1,2. Proceeding with the discretization
of the slope flux contributions to the average angular flux gives:

(B’(x)%“’)=~Axk~@’k-1’2
( sg,~ sg,k+~

+ ; AXk ~ + Axk+l — )*:k+l/2AE9
(4.60)

1 Sg,k;l @
+ ~Axk+l~ g,k~3/2

9

and

( d(+%”’))=kk$=k-”2–P Bk(x) --&

1

(

~ Sg,k P $,k+l
— — —

)

‘;k+l/2‘~ O;,g,kAEg
(4.61)

d,g,k+l AE9

1 ~ Sg,k+l@—.
2 CT;g,k+l AEq “k+3i2
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We follow the same procedure to discretize the LD SAAF equation for the slope flux.
Finally the spatially discretized LD SAAF equations given below are obtained,

( ‘Axk~R,g,k
A _ d

6 Axko:,g,k)
@:,g,k_1,2

(
12+ ~[Axk~&ik + ‘Xk+d,g,k+l + Ax~~~,g,k+

d

)
!v&k+1,2

‘xk~lu:,g,k~l ~

( )
iu;g,k+3,2+ ~A~k+@i,g,k+l – AZk+~:~~~+1 ~

( ,)

,>

lAxk + ~oi~,k= 6 ,)
1A @’j’k + (~AXk + ~~ Q:’k

( )
+ :A~k+l – 1 ~~:k+l

( )
Q$,k+l + @Xk+l – io::k+l Q:::k+l

, )qn>g;; (;Azk+’ - a6!k+l)qn7gk+1
+ (;AXk + &

( )

(4.62)
+ ~Axk + ;* ~(w:,g-l – @:,g-Jk-l/2

[(
‘AXk + ~ ~g,g,k+3

1 pm
‘) (

~ + $Axk+l – iff~:k+l ) ‘ZF1] (W:,g-@%,g-~)k+l,2

(
+ @Tk+l – $ ~ghk+l

)

) ‘gz~l(W#,g-l-W:,~-l)k+3,2

(

‘ ‘ Sg,k E
+ ~AXk + $* ~*n,g,k–1/2

+
[( ~Axk+~&) %+ (iAxk+l-b:k+l) *I ‘fAIC+U2
(+~kk+l–;+) %&*:g,k+3/2R,g,k+l 99

and

+

+

=

+

+

—

—

—

an
Auxiliary Boundary Conditions Both equations 4.62 and 4.63 require

auxiliary boundary condition for the outgoing directions at the slab edges. A
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*

discretized form of these auxiliary boundary conditions are obtained by applying LC
finite elements to equations 4.31 and 4.32 over the I#hcell. For the average flux SAAF
equation, the inner product of 13~with equation 4.31 over the k~~cell yields

=

+

+

(P77+ @-w&,k)%,,,,+,,2- (/J.- @kd,g,k)%,,-,,2>
( )

>>
‘Axk Qn,g,k3 “L -1-‘@~k + Axk%,g,k

‘Axk ~Eg
{

‘9-’” (vl#,g_l – ~:,9-I)k-1/2 + Z(*:,9-1 – ~:,g-l)k+l/2
}

(4.64)
3

(
‘Axk& ,3 s ‘k iP:g,k_1,2 + 2w:g,k+1,2

)

For the I@ cell, at the right edge of the slab, the boundary condition for outgoing
directions (pn > O) is determined by solving equation 4.64 for V~,9,~+l,2 to get

For the cell at the left edge of the slab (k = 1), equation 4.64 is solved for 117&1,2to
get the boundary condition for the p. <0 directions:

*:,9,1,2 =

—

—

—

Similarly, for the slope flux equation LC finite elements are applied over the kt~ cell
to equation 4.32 yielding

(h+ $Axko$g,k)‘f,g,k+l/2- (/%- ~AxkO~g,k) ‘E9k-l/2* ,

{

n.>>

Axk& (~#,g_l – v:g_Jk-1/2 + z(~:,g-l – ~:,g-Jk+l/2
}

(4.67)

(‘xk$& *:,g,k-1/2+ 2%!,g,k+l/2)
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At the right-edge of the slab in the p. > 0 directions we solve equation 4.67 for
@n,g,K+l/2to get

*:9,K+1,2 = (p.+ :AxKo&K “ . p.- $AXKCT:,K) *E,K.,,,) {( >>n>,

+ AxK~
[
(WA -~ – W:,g.

9 m,9 1
l)K–1/2 + z(~:,g–l – w,g_l)K+l/2 (4.68)

(
– AxK~ %&,K-1/2 + 2*:,g,K+l/2

)}

and for k = 1 in the outgoing directions ~. <0 we solve for VE~,g,llz yielding?

The SPD matrix equations represented in 4.62 and 4.63 are applicable for all
the interior cells, k = 2,..., K – 2. That is they apply to all of the cell-edge average
and slope fluxes except for those on the left (k = 1/2) and right (k = K + 1/2)
boundaries. For the cells at the left boundary k = 1 and k = K – 1 the boundary
conditions at Tn,g,112and Wn,g,K+l/2are applied. For the incoming directions, p~ > 0,
the known boundary condition is moved to the right-hand side of equations 4.62 and
4.63. For the outgoing directions at the left boundary, equations 4.66 for IP~g,l,2

and 4.69 ~~~,l,z are applied modifying equations 4.62 and 4.63 for the k = 1 ‘cell.
Similarly, at ‘the right boundary equations 4.65 for V~,g,K+l,2 and 4.68 II!~~,K+l,2are
applied for the outgoing directions and equations 4.62 and 4.63 are modified for the
k= K–l cell.

4.3.2 LC in x, Block LD SAAF

We derive a LC finite element discretized version of the Block LD SAAF equation by
taking the inner product of 13~with equation 4.42. Following the same procedure as

.

$
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used in the discretization of the LD SAAF equation gives,

Equation 4.70 is a block matrix equation. Solving this form of the LD in E equation
avoids the upscatter iteration that arises when the slope-average flux SAAF equations
are solved separately.

Auxiliary Boundary Conditions The block LD SAAF equation requires
auxiliary boundary conditions. We derive this auxiliary boundary condition (BC) in
the same manner as described earlier for the average and slope equations. Applying
LC finite elements over the kth cell on equation 4.42 gives,

(AI+ :Axk~g,k) @n,g,k+l,2 - (d ‘#xk~g,k~~n,g,k-,,z

‘Axk (%>g,k ~=
3 “L -1-%?n:g,k)+ Axk@n,g,k (4.71)

+ ~A~kSg-1,k(~n,g-l,k-1/Z + z@n,g-l,k+l/2)

For outgoing directions (p. > O) at the right edge of the slab, the following boundary
condition is used:

$n,g,K+l/2

{

= (pnI + ~ktKwg,K)-l . (/.J.I - ~AxK~9,K) @.,9,K-l/2

+ $AXK(@’,K + ‘2@fi~K) + AxK&,g,K

+ ~AxKsg-l,K(~n,g-&/2 + z@n,g-l,K+l/2)

}

(4.72)

and for the k = 1 cell

~n,g,l/2 =

—

—

at the left boundary in outgoing directions (p. < O) we get,

(%1 - ~A@Rg,l)-l .
{

(Pnl + ~Ax~~g,l) ~n,9,Biz

‘A~l (Qn,g,l3 “S’L + 2@7’1) – A$lF.,9)1

~AxlSg-l,l(~n,g-l,/z + 2~n,9-l,B/Z)
}
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4.4 Source Iteration Form of SAAF Equation

The scattering source terms that are present on the right-hand side of the discretized
SAAF equations depend on the values of the average angular flux in the current
energy group, g, due to the contribution from elastic scattering events. To accommo-
date this dependence these equations are solved using the scattering source iteration
method. Implementing this scheme means the solution is converged on the elastic
scattering source on the right-hand side of these equations in each energy group be-
fore it proceeds to the next group. Initially, guesses are made for the angular flux
values and a quadrature set and Legendre expansion of the cross-sections are used
to evaluate the scattering integral. The SAAF transport equation is solved and the
procedure is repeated until the convergence criteria is satisfied before proceeding to
the next group.

given
The generalized source-iteration form of the neutral particle SAAF equation is
below as:

where g~ is the known source into group g from downscatter, slowing-down, and the
fixed external source and 1 is the source iteration index.

Experience tells us that the source iteration must be accelerated for problems
that are optically thick and have scattering ratios near unity such as electron transport
problems. 30’31 The most successful acceleration methods, called synthetic accelera-
tion methods, for source iteration use a “low-order” approximation to the transport
equation such as the diffusion equation 30’32to estimate the error at a given itera-
tion step. In the next chapter we will detail the derivation of a source acceleration
technique for the solution of the LD SAAF equations.

.

●
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5 Source Acceleration of SAAF Equations

The general application of synthetic acceleration30’35’3Gis detailed by considering a
general matrix problem:

(A- B)~=q

which is solved iteratively using the iteration scheme given

~ie+l) = A-l@) + A-lq

The exact error in ~ at the (1+1) iteration step satisfies

(5.1)

below:

(5.2)

(A – B) #+1) = q – (A – B) ~@+l) (5.3)

where the error is defined by

(5.4)

The main idea of synthetic acceleration is to estimate the error in j(~~l) by
solving the error equation using a low-order operator to approximate (A – B). The
accelerated iteration scheme proceeds as follows

f (1+1/2) A-lB~@ + Aq-l (5.5)
L (~(~+1)

)
_ jw+l/2) : B (j(g+l) _ j(l+w

) (5.6)

where L is a low-order approximation to (A —B). The effectiveness of synthetic
acceleration depends upon whether or not the low-order operator is less expensive to
invert in comparison to (A – B). The low-order operator must damp out the error
modes or Fourier modes that yield a spectral radius close to unity for the original
iteration scheme to result in accelerated convergence. Problems occur if the low-order
operator amplifies error modes that are not a problem in the original iteration scheme.

For neutral particle transport, discrete ordinate codes the most common ac-
celeration technique used to increase the rate of convergence of the source iteration
is diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) .32 DSA accelerates the source iteration by
solving the diffusion equation at an intermediate step. However, as scattering be-
comes increasingly forward peaked DSA loses it effectiveness.3G Various acceleration
techniques have been introduced to accelerate problems that are characterized by
highly forward-peaked scattering such as the angular multigrid acceleration (AMR)
technique, 36the modified PN (MPSA) and modified DSA (MDSA) ,31and S2 synthetic
acceleration .35 Here DSA is applied to the self-adjoint angular flux equation.
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5.1

We begin by considering the
scattering only

28
–P ~

DSA Equations for SAAF

exact SAAF’ B-CSD transport equation with isotropic

where Q9(z, p) contains the known source into grOUPg due to slowing-down, the fixed
source, downscatter into group g
source iteration form of equation

and the contribution from the slope flux, ~~. The
5.7 is

We define the “exact” error as

f@+’/’@, p) = V$(z, p) – I&+li’)

4#+1/2)

I
(z) = ; 1 dp’!l$’+’l’)(z, p’)

–1

Subtracting equation 5.8 from equation 5.7 yields

(5.9)

(5.10)

( )VA(4)(z, p’) in the integrands on the right-hand side isThe difference V$(Z, p’) – ~
A(l+l/2)

transformed by adding and subtracting w~ as follows

.

,
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7

and equation 5.11 becomes

(5.13)

Writing equation 5.13 in discrete ordinates form yields

The ability of a synthetic acceleration scheme to accelerate convergence can bead-
versely affected if the equations are not consistent with the transport equations to
be accelerated. To ensure a consistent acceleration scheme is derived the low-order
operator is introduced into a consistently discretized form ofthe error equation 5.14.
The spatial discretization of the error equation using LC finite elements yields,

(:”f’k-:)f$~’~~~
( P: ~ k+ : [Tg,k + ‘g,k+l] + — —

)
f$;;;

Tg,k Tg,k+l

(

1

)

_ L. f$--:i

+ iiTg’k+l rg,k+~
.N .N

- m=l

+ (ak + pnh) ~:–1/2 + (z% + pn~k) @+I/2 + (ak+l – hh+l) ‘:+3/2
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where

Tg,k = AX,@$g,k --

@ = +X%o,g,k

1

(1 ~so,g,k
Bk=– —–

ffso,k+l

z ~R,g,k ~R,g,k+l)

R;%1,2 are the scalar flux residuals at the cell-edges.

The low-order approximation to the “exact” error j’A1+l’2)is given below:

where

(5.17)

(5.18)

#1+1/2) =
;-W.M?+l’Z) (5.19)

.n=l

The low-order approximation to the error given in equation 5.16 is actually the diffu-
sion approximation. Recall that the diffusion approximation relates the angular flux
to the scalar flux and current as follows

v.(z) = ~(z)+ 3/.l.J(z) (5.20)

where ~(z) is the scalar flux and ~(~) is the current defined as:
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Thus, F’(~+1/2Jis referred to as the scalar component of the error, and similarly,
11(~+1/21is called the current component of the error. The discretized version of
equation 5.16 gives

which is introduced into equation 5.15 to yield

which readily reduces to

(5.21)

(5.22)

+ (ak + fl~~k)%&I/2 + (Ak + W@k) 7&/2 + (ak+l – l%abk+l)%+3/2

(5.23)

The derivation proceeds by tal&g the Othand l’t angular moments of equation
5.23. To take the Ot~angular moment we multiply through equation 5.23 by w. and
perform the summation over all the angles. The Ist angular moment is taken by
multiplying through equation 5.23 by Wnpn and performing the summation over all
the angles.
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The Ot~angular moment of equation 5.23 gives

(

1 21——
ET94– j ~g,k ‘k

)

@&;2)

+
( 2 [:+iH-Ak)F~f): [Tg>k+b,k+d+ j ~~

(
1 21

+ ~Tg,k+l– –— _
)

~k+l #+@;2)

3 r~,k+~

= ahR~–~/z + “k@+l/z + ak+l~!+3/2

The ls~ angular moment of equation 5.23 yields

(

1 61

~rg’k – Z Tg,k-)

&..+;f) – :bkF~_;&

+
( ‘ [:+ziDHf~~f)-~BkF~f): [Tg>k+b,k+d+ ~ ~k

(
1 61

+
)

~@+l/2) + ?b F@+l/2)
~Tg,k+l – ‘—

5 ~~,k+l k+3/2 s k+l k+3/2

2
:b@-112 + ~ ~b 7?:!3,2‘k%+~/2 – s k+l=

,

?

(5.24)

(5.25)

Equations 5.24 and 5.25 make up a block system for the scalar and current part of
the error which is given below as

( 2~Tg,k— — —37g,k ‘k
2b )

‘~ k (irg>k: :Tg>k))“{%)}

(

~(~g,k+ ~g,k+l)
+:(+ + -) - “k )

o

)

Ff+;;f)

—$Bk
(

:(Tg,k+ ~g,k+~) “ ~f:;f)
-;(+ + -)

){

(
:Tg,k+l — ~ —

Tg,k+l
ak+l

)

+:bk+l ( “ ))”{%$}$~g,k+l — :~g,k+l

uk%&2 + Ak~&2 + ak+@+3~2

~b R“ 2b @k+3/ 2s k k_l/2 + ;Bk~;+l/2 ‘:k+ }

(5.26)

The scalar and current parts of the error are not coupled for the interior cells of the
slab from k = 2,3,. . ., K – 2. However, they become coupled at the k = 1 and
k = K – 1 cells as a result of the boundary condition for outgoing directions at the
left edge (zL) and right edge (ZR) of the slab. The derivation of these boundary
conditions is detailed in the next section.
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5.1.1 Boundary Conditions for DSA Equations

Because the incoming boundary conditions associated with the transport equation
are preserved, the DSA equation boundary conditions at the slab edges for incoming
directions are simply

F~l/2) = O pn >0 and F~f\) = O p. <0

Hfil’2) = O pn >0 and llfi~$) = O ~n <0

For the outgoing directions at both edges of the slab an auxiliary boundary condition
for both F’(1+1/2)and H(l+l/2) is needed. The derivation of these boundary conditions
begins with the first order form of the error equation:

df#+l’2)

‘n dz
“+1’2) -* &mf:+’/’) = ~so,, (4(’+1/2) - 0(’)) (5.27)+ ~i$fn

.mC1

Applying LC finite elements to equation 5.27 over the Iithcell gives,

Recalling that ak = ~AX@@~,k (see pg. 58), the above equation can be written as

(~n+:Tgk)f$~~~~-(~n-:Tgk)f~’$~
iv

‘ ~wmf~~&
(5.29)= zak~ ~ wm.f~!1~j2 + 4ak~

mzl m= 1

+%k%?~_l/2 f 4ak~~+l/2

To get the boundary condition for the k = 1 cell and directions p. <0 we solve the
(~+W) to getabove equation for fn,l/2

f$&’2)
‘(~~-:Tg’)-l”{( ~~+:Tgl)f$J”2)

N

(~+1/2) _ 4a1:–2al~ ~ ‘m fm,l/2 22 f
(e+l/2)

‘m m,3/2
m= 1 m= 1

)
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Equation 5.3o for $1+1/2) -~~_~,z1svalid for the p~ <0 directions. For the p~ >0 directions
where there is a vacuum or known source the boundary condition is preserved which
means that ~$~~fi~ = O. A reflective boundary condition at XLfor the p >0 directions

will also depend on equation 5.30. Next, we take the Oi~angular moment of equation
5.30 as detailed below

– n=l

5.31)

Introducing the low-order approximation to the error into the above equation yields

The following parameters are defined as

. i / . \ —1

and equation 5.37 becomes

F112
(1+1/2)+ 3pxLH$W) _= ~zLF3/..

– 2a~XzL%?$2– 4a~fL73i~2

Joining like terms and solving for F1/2 gives

F1/2 = A~F$112) + B;LH$l’2) – C~ (R;/’+ z~:/2) (5.34)

(z+l/2)
2alXxLF112 (t+l/2)– 4alXxLF~12

(5.33) .

.
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where

A~ = (~’L‘4alXzL). B~ =

(1+2UIXZL)‘

The next step is to take the I’t angular

3j3zL
(l+2alxz~ ) ;

e? = 2alx’L
(l+2~IXzL)

moment of equation 5.30:

(5.35)

Substituting the low-order approximation to the error into the above equation gives

‘1’2=:.$’+,-{(+’J-l~[(~’+3’J[F$l’2)+3~”H$
T

(1+1/2)_ 4a1&w)–2alFl,2 – 2allZ~~2– 4a1~$2
1}

To simplify the equation 5.36 the following parameters are defined as

~ ‘~~~(~~-iTg’)-l(~~+:Tg’)

IN
EZL = –

2
n=$+l

XL =

~ ‘n~’(~~-iT,l)-l(~~+:Tgl)

IN
7

ii
n=~+l

N ‘n~n(~n-ir-T

qXL=:~

nz$+l

and equation 5.36 becomes

(L+W) _ 4a1qZLfI$W
HI12

(1+1/2) + 37XLH$1/2) – zalq’LF1/2
= E’L F~/2

– 2a~qzL7?~12– 4alqzLR~12 (5.37)

joining like terms gives,

H$l/2)
= (&xL – 4a1qxL)F$1/2) + 3yxLH$1/2) – 2a1qx’F$l/2)

— 2alqxL(%l& + Z742J
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Substituting equation 5.34 for F’$1/2) into the above equation yields,

(5.39)

where we defined:

E ‘L – 4alqxL – 2alqxLA:L

37” – 2a1qxLB~’

2a~qZL[C~L– 11

Writing equations 5.34 and 5.39 in matrix form gives

J(l+m) _ (~+1/3 _ -J~~ Fork =1 equation 5.40isJ:~ and~ilz ‘J3j2where ~~12 = 1/2
substituted for F112 and Hi/2 in equation 5.26 coupling the scalar and current part
of the error at xL.

Next, we derive the auxiliary boundary conditions for the outgoing direction
at the right edge of the slab for the I@ cell. Solve equation 5.27 for jfi~~~~2 to get

Equation 5.41 is only valid for the outgoing directions (p. > O) at the right-edge of
the slab, for incoming directions the boundary condition is preserved and FK+l/2 = O.
Taking the 0~~angular moment of this equation yields .
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.

where

Grouping terms in equation 5.42 and solving for FK+l/2 gives

F’K+l/2 = K-1/2 + O ( K-1/2+ 2%+1/2) (5-43)
~7&+l/2) ~XR#4+l/2) CXR ~0

K–lf2 f O

where

A~R = (~’R+20KXzR). BP = 3/9zR
(1–4u~xzR) ~ (1–4a~x’R);

c~R = 2aKXzR
(l-kKXzR)

The .lst angular moment of equation 5.41 can be shown to yield

where

Substituting equation 5.43 for FK+l/2 into equation 5.44 gives the equation for ~K+l/z
for pn >0:

HK+112= A~R.F~~~~~)+ B~H~~$) + c? (~~-1/2 + 2’R--i+l/z) (5.45)

where
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Writing the equations for F~+l/2 and H~+l/2 in matrix form below:

For the K – 1 cell equation 5.46 is substituted into equation 5.26 resulting in coupling
between the scalar and current parts of the error.

After equation 5.26 is solved for the errors across the slab (at k + 1/2 for
k=l,2,..., K – 2), we solve equation 5.40 to get the errors at ZL and equation 5.46
to get the errors at xR. The scalar flux is then updated by adding the scalar part of
the error, .F(l+l/21, to ~~1’2).

5.1.2 Implementation of DSA

Implementing the DSA equations in the computer code, we perform the following
steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Solve the transport equation for W: at the 1 + 1/2 iterate

Calculate flux moments at the 1 + 1/2 iterate

Check to see if convergence criteria,~, is satisfied

● If ~~ c~ < f then, solution converged proceed

● If ~~ ~~> t then, proceed to Step 4

Solve the DSA equation for the scalar component of
iterate

Update the scalar flux with the error to get @$l)

to group g + 1

the error, F’, at the l’+ 1/2

Calculate new elastic scattering source at 1 + 1 iterate

Repeat Steps 1 through 7 until convergence criteria is satisfied

The general source iteration form of the SAAF transport equation is given as

.

,

●

✎
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where Qs@ is the elastic scattering group at the previous source iteration and q is the
known source into this energy group from downscatter, slowing-down, etc. Solving
equation 5.47 yields the values of IZ; at the t+ 1/2 iterate which are used to compute
the flux moments at the 1 + 1/2 iterate as follows

45+W =
;5W.WP.)W:W2) (5.48)

n=l

These updated scalar fluxes are used in the DSA equations 5.26 on the right-hand
side to calculate the scalar flux residuals: 7?0 = @(~+li2J—~tt). We then solve equation
5.26 to get the error at the 4 + 1/2 iterate. The error is added to the scalar flux to
get the updated value at 1 + 1

(4+W) .+ #t+l/2)
4$? = 49,0

The elastic scattering source is updated using ~~1) as follows:

.
L

(5.49)

(5.50)
1=1

In the next section the Fourier analysis on both the unaccelerated and accel-
erated source iteration schemes are presented to evaluate their respective rates of
convergence.

5.2 Fourier Analysis

Fourier analysis is used to assess the rate of convergence we expect to see in the
implementation of a given iteration scheme. It also aIlows one to ascertain what
acceleration techniques will be applicable to increase this rate of convergence. In
Fourier analysis a system of coupled differential equations is converted into an alge-
braic system of equations using Fourier transforms. For example, we are trying to
solve the following system of equations

(A-B)@=@ (5.51)

which in source iteration form becomes,

Defining the error
Fourier expansion

Aij(~+l) == ~+ B@(f) (5.52)

associated with the @ iterate as ~(t+l) = @ – @f+lJ, and using the
of the spatial variable (z) gives ,

6(Z, p) = 6(A, p)e(zk) (5.53)
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We derive the following error equation

&@+l) = B#~)

= A“l@) (5.54)

where A–lB is called the iteration matrix. The eigenvalues of the iteration matrix
determine the rate of convergence. The maximum of the absolute values of these
eigenvalues is the spectral radius, p. The closer p is to unity the slower the rate of
convergence while the closer the p is to zero the more rapid the convergence. Next,
the rate of convergence of the unaccelerated source iteration scheme is evaluated.

5.2.1 Unaccelerated Source Iteration

To perform a Fourier analysis on the unaccelerated source iteration scheme we start
with the transport equation for the average angular flux:

(5.55)

where the source, g~, represents the known source due to downscatter from higher
energy groups, slowing-down from the g – 1 group, the presence of a fixed source and
the contribution

!lg =

+

+

from the slope angular flux, W:, as follows:

()Qg –P: ~R,g
~Qg

(5.56)

Assuming that all the physical data is constant let

~so,g
Z= X-O& and C=—

%$,9

Dividing through equation 5.55 with O& and using the definitions of z and c yields,

(-)

~a awg +*

1

C1

‘p & 82 9 =—
2 dp’~~(z, P’) (5.57)

–1
pa

(/

1
— ——

)
dp’~~(z, p’) + ~

232 c _~ OR,g
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The unaccelerated source iteration form of equation 5.57 becomes

.

.

The error at the @ iterate and the gt~ energy group is defined as

(5.59)ef) (z) = v:(z) – 14;(~)(z)

Subtracting equation 5.58 from equation 5.57 yields the error equation below

The goal of the Fourier analysis is to obtain a recurrence relationship relating C(t+l)
to ~(t). The error is thus redefined in terms of a Fourier mode number, A, as follows:

where —oo < z < +co; —co < A < +co; and i = ~. Substituting this redefinition
of the error into equation 5.60 yields,

z d 8;(Z+1)(A, p)ei~z

( ) /

1
+ ~(t+l)(~, p)ei~z = ~

‘p z az
dp’~(~)(A, p)ei~z

2 -~
(5.62)

po

(/

1
— —— dp’g(t) (A, p)ei~z

2az c _~ )

The derivatives in equation 5.62 are evaluated to get

()
~ ~eiAz

— = (iA)2ei’z = -A2e’Azz 32
(5.63)

$XAz
UG

— = (zJ)ei’z
az

and equation 5.62 becomes

p2A2eixz$~+l)(A, p)ei~ + $1+1)(~, p)ei~z =

—

(5.64)

c n’

/

1
–e C@z) (A, p)
2

(5.65)
–1

(J

al
4iAeiAz —

82 _~
dp’a~) (A, /4)

2 )
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Divide through by ei~z gives the following expression for Z(Z+lI

where c <1. The iteration will reach convergence if the following criteria is satisfied:

The

The

-oi%y+mMA)I<1 (5.67)

following limits of ~(~) are readily established,

lim 1~(~)1= c and j~il l~(A)/ = o
A+o

rate of convergence is dictated by the spectral radius, p, which is defined as

p= -J2N+JV(A)I (5.68)

As shown by the limits above, p for this iteration scheme is equal to the ratio of the
scattering cross-section to the removal cross-section, c. This indicates that the rate
of convergence for the unaccelerated source iteration will be the slowest for energy
groups where c is close to one. A plot of the value of y(~) as a function of A is depicted
in Figure 5.1 for the unaccelerated source iteration scheme. Figure 5.1 depicts that
the spectral radius goes to unity for the low Fourier mode numbers which indicates
that these are the modes that need to be accelerated.
the diffusion approximation detailed earlier will be
scheme. In the next section a Fourier analysis
scheme using DSA is presented.

5.2.2 Accelerated Source Iteration

The accelerated source iteration scheme is:

~(e+u2) (Z) =

1 d’~(~+w)
——

3 dz2
+ (1 – c)17@+l/2) =

#1+1) =

on

The low-order operator based on
used to accelerate this iteration
the accelerated source iteration
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Figure 5.1: Unaccelerated Source Iteration Spectral Radius

where z = x. O& and c = %.
‘R,g

In analyzing the above iteration scheme, the goal is to reduce the system to
a recurrence relationship between @~+lJ(A) and rj(~l(A) where A is the Fourier mode
number. We begin by introducing the following relationships

@+W) (z, ~) = ij&+W) (~, ~)e~~’

@~+@) (z) = p(~+V2)(~)e~~z

@t+l/2J (z) = @+l/2) (A)ei~Z

~(z)(Z) = j(t) (~)f+z

in which the spatial variable z is expressed in terms of a Fourier mode number A.
Introducing the relationships for U(z, p) and ~(z) into equation 5.69 gives

Evaluating the derivatives and dividing through’ by ei~ yields,

(1+ p2A2) 1(’+1/2) = c (1 - pz~) J(’) (5.74)
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(5.75)

Replacing @(l+l/2J with ~{t+l/2Jei~flin equation 5.70 and using the relationship above
for ijj(t+l/2) results in the following equation for ~(~+1/2):

where ~(~) = carct~(~) is the recurrence relationship for the unaccelerated
iteration scheme derived earlier. Next, equation 5.71 is transformed to get

1 d2j@’+1/2)eiAz
——

3 dz2
+ (1 – ~)j?(4+1/2)eiAz = ~[J(l+l/2)eix’ _ J(l) eiAZ]

yielding,

[AZ+ 3(1 - c)] F@+’/2) = 3C[’y(~) -1] J(’)

Solving for #{Z+l/2) yields

scIv(~l–11 Finally, equation 5.72 is evaluated to getwhere a(~) = [~z+3(1–.)].

(5.79)

(5.80)

where u(A) = ~(~) + cr(~). Thus, the accelerated iteration scheme will converge if
the following condition is satisfied

p= IW(A)I<1 (5.81)
(-mm<Y<m)

where p is the spectral raditis. Considering u(A) explicitly, it can be shown to reduce
to the following expression

(5.82)

.

(5.76)

source

(5.77)

(5.78)
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Noting that u(O) = O and U(OO)= O, there is a maximum which, for c = 1, is 0.225.
Figure 5.2 depicts a plot of w(A) as a function of A. The plot depicted in Figure 5.2
is identicai to that obtained when DSA is applied to a first-order formulation of the
transport equation. The accelerated spectral radius is 4.5 times smaller than that for
the unaccelerated scheme, and thus, results in faster convergence.

0.20-

0.15-

~

0.10

0.05

or J

o 20 40 60 80 100

Fourier Mode Number (1)

Figure 5.2: DSA Spectral Radius

5.3 Application of Source Acceleration

The effectiveness of DSA is demonstrated by looking at the acceleration achieved for
two sample problems. First, we consider a one-group problem with the CSD operator
turned off, isotropic scattering, S~ and an arbitrarily chosen c = 0.62. For this
problem, the spectral radius is calculated
given below

IIE$lII

f&l = —
k;ll =

for each source iteration using the formula

(5.83)
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The DSA spectral radius is determined for this one-group problem as the spatial mesh
is refined. The results of this numerical experiment are depicted in Figure 5.3. As
expected, the spectral radius approaches the analytical value of 0.225 as the spatial
mesh is refined. For very coarse spatial
is well below the theoretical value.

One Group Problem -

meshes the spectral radius calculated for DSA .

●

1 MFP Thick Slab - Po, S8

0.25

AnalyticalSpectral Radius, o = 0.225 I

w‘“-“#f’-
,/’

/
i 10cells

20 cells
50 cells

● ----m 100cells
~ 500 cells
v————+71000 cells
w—————a2000 cells
e———o5000 cells

nl I

‘o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Source IterationNumber

Figure 5.3: DSA Spectral Radius as Spatial

8 9 10

Mesh is Refined

Next, we consider a 1.0 MeV electron beam normally incident on a slab of
aluminum with PO scattering and a discrete ordinates order of 8 (Sg). The energy
domain is divided into 40 energy groups and 100 spatial cells are used to discretize
the slab. The energy discretization is reduced from the LD in energy presented in
Chapter 4 to the lower-order diamond difference (DD) to eliminate the upscatter
iteration. The DSA equations are exactly the same for the DD in energy approach
except that the @9,~ in Tg,k (see pg. 58) becomes ~t,~,k+ 2&.

The number of iterations it takes to reach convergence in each energy group is
presented in Table 5.1 when DSA is turned off and on. In this table it is clear that
turning on the DSA accelerates all of the energy groups having the most drastic effect
on the rate of convergence in the lowest energy groups where c approaches unity. For
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the 40th energy group, turning on DSA is 7.5 times faster than when DSA is turned
off.

In the next chapter; the upscatter iteration that arises due to the LD in energy
discretization is detailed. The rate of convergence for the unaccelerated upscatter
iteration is evaluated. A synthetic acceleration scheme is derived to increase the rate
of convergence of the upscatter iteration and its effectiveness evaluated using both
analytical and discrete Fourier analysis.
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Table 5.1: Iteration Summary: DSA OFF Vs. DSA ON

g
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

TOTAL

DSA OFF
# of Iterations

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
13
15
23
45
348

DSA ON
# of Iterations

6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

“5
5
6
6
6
6
6.
6
6“
6
6
6
6
6
6

215

Speed-Up
1.00
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.33
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.50
1.50
1.67
1.67
L83
2.17
2.50
3.83
7.50
1.62

.

1
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6 Upscatter Acceleration

,

In Chapter 4 the derivation of the LD in energy formulation of the SAAF equation
was derived which can be written in a slope-average component form or a block matrix
form. Recall that the slope-average component form of the SAAF equation yields two
equations which are coupled as depicted below,

and

where the discrete ordinates index is omitted for convenience.

(6.1)

(6.2)

The coupling between W$,gand W:g introduces a second iteration within each
energy group between equations 6.1 and 6.2 that is separate from the source iteration.
We refer to this coupling between the average and slope angular fluxes in energy group
g as within-group upscatter. This upscatter is not the result of physical processes in
which particles are created in a higher energy group from a lower energy group. It
is a within group upscatter due to the fact that the angular fhix at the lower energy
boundary, Wg+liz, contributes to the angular flux at the upper energy boundary,
119-1/2, as a result of the coupling between equations 6.1 and 6.2.

Introducing an upscatter iteration index, j, and writing the average angular
flux SAAF equation (6.1) in terms of an iteration scheme gives

+ ‘: (6.3)
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where qj is defined as

4; = Q; - &

which includes all known sources into equation 6.1 from scattering sources, slowing-
down from the g – 1 group and any fixed external source. Similarly, equation 6.2 for
the slope flux becomes

where q: consist of the slowing-down source into the slope flux equation:

(6.6)

In the upscatter iteration the scattering source is treated as a known value and does
not change for the jt~ upscatter iterate. “Also note that the most recent value of
the average angular flux is used in the slope flux equation (6.5). In the next section
a Fourier analysis is performed on these coupled equations to analyze the rate of
convergence of this iteration process.

6.1 Fourier Analysis of Upscatter Iteration Scheme

Performing a Fourier analysis on the upscatter iteration scheme starts with the ex-
act average and slope SAAF equations (6.1, 6.2) in conjunction with the upscatter
iteration equations (6.3, 6.5). The average and slope errors are defined as follows

(6.7)

(6.8)

Subtracting equation 6.3 from equation 6.1 and using the definition of ~A(~+l) yields,

-p2:(*’f::’))+o’g’A(’+l)=*’E(’)
- ‘+ia’’(j))‘6’)
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Similarly, equation (6.5) is subtracted from equation (6.2) which, with the definition
of j~~+lj, gives

The spatial dependence of the slope and average errors in equations (6.9) and (6.10)
is expressed in terms of a Fourier mode number, A, as follows

~’(j+l) = f’(j+l)ei~z

p = ;we~k

(6.11)

(6.12)
~E(j+l) = fE(j+l)eiM (6.13)

where –co < x < +OO; –W < A < +OO; and z = @. The variables .fA and .f’E
are functions of z and p while ~’ and ~E depend on of A and p. Substituting the
error expressions above into equation 6.9, we evaluate the spatial derivative terms
and divide through by ez~xto get,

.

,

(%+”’)’(’+l)=H-%)’””)
which can be reduced to

();’(~+1) k 1 jWj)
= AE9 cq$g+ pi~

(6.14)

(6.15)

Next, the error expression in terms of the Fourier mode number is introduced into
equation 6.10. Evaluating the spatial derivative terms and dividing through by ei~x
gives,

(%+”’)”(’+1)=-3M-*)’A’+’)(6.16)

after multiplying through by a~,~ and solving for ~E(~+l) yields

(6.17)

Substituting the expression for ~A~+lj in equation (6.15) into the expression for
~E(~+l) given in equation (6.17) yields
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Solving the recurrence relationship gives,

fE(j+l) = ~(~)(~)$~(~) (6.19)

where the dispersion function u(A) is defined by

(6.20)

For the error associated with the iteration scheme to be sufficiently damped to allow
the scheme to reach convergence, the dispersion function most satisfy the following
condition:

_In<ym \(.J(A)}<1 (6.21)

The spectral radius, p, of the iteration scheme is defined by

(6.22)

where

for which it follows that

Recalling the definitions of a~,g and cr~,~(see page 43), it can be shown that for a
pure CSD problem in which at = 0, Iw(A)] + 1 as J + O . Figure 6.1 depicts a plot
of Iu(A) I as a function of Fourier mode number assuming the total cross-section is O
and lumping the value ~ into the Fourier mode number. This figure reveals that
the upscatter iteration sc~eme is characterized by p = 1 and will not converge. In
the upscatter iteration scheme, the higher Fourier modes are damped effectively as
depicted in the plot of Iu(A)I in Figure 6.1 which goes to zero as A + m. However,
the flat Fourier modes are not damped effectively which is evident from the fact that
Iw(o)l = 1.0.

Lazo and Morel performed a Fourier analysis on the first-order, LD in energy
discretized transport equation obtaining the same results.28 Since the upscatter iter-
ation scheme is characterized by p = 1, an acceleration scheme is necessary to damp
the low-order Fourier modes to ensure convergence. The acceleration scheme that is
applied must not introduce problems in the higher
details the derivation of an acceleration scheme for
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Figure 6.1: Upscatter Iteration Spectral Radius for Pure CSD Problem

6.2 Derivation of an Upscatter Acceleration Scheme

We begin by writing the average and slope SAAF equations at the j + 1/2 iterate

- ‘+(*%Q’(’))+”‘6-23)
and
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The average and slope error at the j + 1/2 iterate are defined as

~-W+l/z) – ~; _ q&+W) (6.25)
fE(j+l/2) : ~: _ q:(~+W) (6.26)

Subtracting equation 6.23 from equation 6.1 and adding and subtracting I@~+l’2) to
the right-hand side yields

-P’:(%f;::”)) + “9’:’+1’2)-*’:’+1’2)

a

(

1 Sg” j@+l/2)
‘% g= g )

= _& [ql:(~+W) - @~)]
9

9

a

(

-!-~ [i@+l/2) -@@ 6 ~~
9 l)(. )– P% 0:,9 A%

Note that the right-hand~~~,~f the above equation contains a residual in terms of
the slope angular flux, Vg ‘ – I@). The next step is to subtract equation 6.24
from equation 6.2 to get

o (6.28)

There is no slope residual term in equation 6.28 because the updated value of @$ is
used in the slope angular flux equation. Equations 6.27 and 6.28 are second-o;der
error equations for the average and slope errors, respectively. This coupled system of
error equations is as complicated to solve as the unaccelerated equations and needs to
be reduced to a lower order system using a low-order operator. The low-order operator
is derived by neglecting the spatial derivative of j’: and ~$ in equation 6.28 which is
essentially a diamond difference approximation. Setting the spatial derivatives of the
slope and flux errors to zero in equation 6.28 reduces it to

(6.29)

E(j+l/2)where S9 = -& is introduced to simpli& the equation. This expression for fg

is then substituted into equation 6.27 and like terms are grouped together to get

(6.30)
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where the slope angular flux residual, I?g, is defined as,

.

<

7?9 = (q[Vy+llz) – IJp] –/2 ~ [q~+llz) – Ilp)
ax (7:,9 1)() 6.31

The accelerated upscatter iteration scheme is presented in equations (6.32)
through (6.38) with the S~ angle index, n, included:

-“’H%mf:’’2))+“9V:’+’’2)=S9W:’)

+

[ )d,g + 3% f:f+~lz~ = ~
‘R,g

nj9

f:$l/2) = –3~f:~@)

@g+v = gj%h) ‘+ f::+v’)

&+l) = @iJH/2) + fj:+lla
, , >

6.2.1 Fourier Analysis of Upscatter Acceleration Scheme

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)

(6.35)

(6.36)

(6.37)

(6.38)

A Fourier analysis is performed on the upscatter acceleration scheme in equations
(6.32) through (6.38) to evaluate whether or not it is effective. Initially the functions
of x are expanded in terms of the Fourier mode numbers, A, as follows:

@-4+1/2) = &WJ+l/2)eiAz

~&+l/2) = jj:g+l/2)eiAz

~’:1/2) = fi$$/2)eiAx

f;~”l/2) = ;;j-+1/2)eiAz

f:g+w) = fl?g+l/2)eiA.
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The expressions above are used to reduce the acceleration~~j~~me given in equations
6.32 through 6.38 to a recurrence relationship between V~,~ and W#$) .

First, the Fourier mode expansions of Wf$+l’2) and ~~,$) are introduced into
equation 6.32. Evaluating the spatial derivatives, dividing through by ei~~,and joining
like terms gives

(-)

~ + pW

()

~ _ piA@:$+V2) = % — @y) (6.39)
0:; Q:,g ~:,g

,

Solving for &$+l’2) yields,

&;:+l/2) = ~99

{ }“z (’+’%) ‘:$)

(6.40)

Next equation 6.33 is transformed to get

- A(j+l/2) derivedin theSolving for W$+l’2) and substituting in the expression for W~,9
previous step yields

(6.42)

Then the slope residuals in equation (6.34) are evaluated using the above expression
for @~$+l/2) giving

(6.43)

Introducing the Fourier mode expansion into the average flux error equation (6.35)
gives

“g(1+%)+3%(1-%)}i~$+l’2)=“;”2)‘644)
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Solving for ~~$+1’2) and substituting equation 6.43 for fi~l’2) yields,

j’;+llz) =

[ 1{“’9( ’+*):3 %l_%)} X(A)*:$)
= ~(@:y) (6.45)

Next, the slope error equation is evaluated using the expression above for ~~$+1’2)
to get

j:f+V2) = -s%?(~)$:$)
‘R,g

= c(~)iiqj)

Finally, the expression above is substituted into the Fourier
6.38 yielding,

@:g+U = (W(A)+ 6(A)) @#g)

= p(~)i:g)

The parameter u(A) can be reduced to

W(A) = (’+2;’+’%)
where

A=3 ‘;E =3 &2 ‘E
Oi&R,g () 9 ‘:,gOR,g

(6.46)

transform of equation

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.49)

Note that u(A) is identical to the dispersion relationship obtained for the unaccel-
erated iteration scheme in section 6.1. Expanding out the terms that make up E(A)
yields

E(A) =

{(’+;)+’(’+%5’(’+%9+}
Thus, ~(~) is equal to

(6.50)

/El(A) = (’+%il’+ft)
{+ (1+4)+’(’+%)’(1+%)+(6.51)
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To evaluate the convergence rate for this acceleration scheme the parameter k is
introduced where k = p~ and the dispersion relationship ~ is redefined as a function
of k iS follows:

p(k) =

(’+%;’+%)

{+ (’+;)+’(1+%)2+%)+1} (6.52)

The spectral radius, p, for the upscatter acceleration scheme is defined as

(6.53)

where l~(lc)I= {~. The following limiting values can be readily established:

It can be shown that the maximum value of ~(k) is equal to 0.20 (p= 0.20). Figure
6.2 depicts the value of the dispersion relationship as a function of the Fourier mode
number.
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Figure 6.2: Upscatter Acceleration Scheme Spectral Radius for Pure CSD Problem

Before numerically implementing the upscatter acceleration scheme on an en-
ergy and spatial grid we perform a discrete Fourier analysis on the discretized equa-
tions.

7
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6.2.2 Discrete Fourier Analysis of Upscatter Acceleration Scheme

A discrete Fourier analysis will reveal whether or not the acceleration scheme is
affected by the spatial discretization and the cell mesh size. The discrete Fourier
analysis starts with the spatially discretized versions of equations (6.32) through
(6.38) which follow:

~A ~A(j+I/2) + bA ~A(j+U2) A(j+l/2)
n,g,k n,g,k+l/2 + a~,g,k+l@n,g,k+l/2 =n,g,k n,g,k–1/2

A:,;,kwy
All @(j) AE E(j)

,g,k–1/2 + ‘n,g,k n,g,k+l/2 + cn,g,kqn,g,k+3/2

a:g,kwW+W E(j+l/2)+ a:g,k+ljE(j+l/2) =
7 n,g,k–1/2+ bS,g,kwn,g,k+l/2 n,g,k+l/2

‘&E,;,k*::,;:$i – ‘~,kq::,~;;i
A(j+l/2)

‘– c~tk@n,g,k+3/2

(6.54)

(6.55)

“ fA(~+l/2)+ ~(;,~.f:$..{;i+ <g,k+l-f::ri-ti~an,g,k n,g,k–1/2 , , ,,

f::;-$; = _3 >J #~+U2)
n,g,k*l/2 (6.57)

‘R,g,k

~d(j+l) @(~+l/2) + f::::;;
n,g,k*l/2 = n,g,kH/2 (6.58)

~E(j+l) *E(j+l/2) + f!~;~$~
n,g,k+l/2 = n,g,kztl/2 , (6.59)

where the following coefficients are defined as
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For the error equations the coefficients are defined as

fA
‘g,k

~fA
nyg,k

b::,k

~fA
n,g,k

@&# +3*
‘R,g,k

‘A + ~Pn ~; ~~~;,g,k– ‘i‘AXkOg,k6 ‘xkuR,g,k

‘ fA

(
‘A + ~Lxk+@g,k+l + i!pn aR,g,huR,g,k , ,~%Xk Og,k3 & – .; ,,;::.$,,+,)

+
d + %

‘xkuR,g,k ‘xk+15R,g,k+l

fA 3
‘Axk+@9,k+l

Sz,k+l lit—-
6 2/h ~A

—
R,g,k+l”i?,g,k+l ‘Xk+luj$g,k+l

A:,:,k

To perform the discrete Fourier analysis on the discretized accelerated upscatter
scheme given in equations 6.54 through 6.59 the discrete ansatz given below for the
angular fluxes and errors is needed:

(6.60)

Using the expressions given above the goal of the discrete Fourier analysis is to de-
termine an expression for ~~t~+l) in terms of WE(~J.The first step is to introduce the
discrete ansatz for qjA(~+l/z)n,g,k+l/2 and ‘f$~H/2 into equation 6.54 which yields,

(6.61)

Choosing xk+~/z as the point the discrete ansatz is centered around, the next step is
to multiply through the above equation by e–i~’k+llz giving

Solving for VS,$+l’2) yields

>

{

(&Jf?-iAAx + t3~f,k+ c~~k#AAx
@g+w = )

( )‘ 1Q::)

UA
n,g,k %g>k + ‘:,g,k+leiA&

e–i~Az + bA

(6.62)
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The same procedure is applied to equation 6.55 using the expression for 11~,9A(j+l/2)

above to get

= w (AAx) I@

Similarly, evaluating equation 6.56 yields

= x(AAz)I’:$)

E(j+l/2)
The slope flux error, f~,g , can be shown to reduce to

f:wa = _ f;wa

= –x(AAz)V:$J

Finally, we solve for I@$?+l) to get

Q:$+l) = @$+l/2) + f::+w)
> >

,“

(6.64)

(6.65)

(6.66)

(6.67)

Considering 1.0 MeV electrons on a 0.3 cm thick slab the stopping power and energy
group structure are used together with the spatial cell size, Ax, to evaluate ~(AAx).
In Figure 6.3 @(AAx) is plotted as a function of AAx as the spatial mesh is refined.
The discrete Fourier analysis reveals that /3(AAx) approaches the continuous or ana-
lytic spectral radius of 0.20 as Ax + O. It should be noted that /3(AAz) is a periodic
function with a period of ~Ax = T.

To further evaluate the effectiveness of the upscatter acceleration scheme it is
numerically implemented and a pure CSD problem evaluated.

6.3 Application of Upscatter Acceleration

The continuous and discrete Fourier analysis indicate that the upscatter acceleration
scheme is effective. Here the scheme is numerically implemented on an energy and
spatial grid and a numerical experiment performed to estimate the spectral radius for
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Figure 6.3: Discrete Fourier Spectral Radius of Upscatter Acceleration Scheme

a pure CSD problem. The upscatter iteration for a pure CSD problem is characterized
by a theoretical spectral radius of 0.20. In the pure CSD problem the only removal
from a given energy group is through the CSD term as the total cross-section and
scattering source are set to zero. As part of the experiment, we will evaluate the
spectral radius for several energy groups as the spatial cell width is refined.

The spectral radius at the j + 1 iterate is defined as

where the error norms are given by37

(6.68)

(6.69)

(6.70)
>

.

Note that the definition of @“+l requires a minimum of three upscatter iterations
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before an estimate can be made. The spectral radius, pg, for the g~henergy group is:

(6.71)

The relative error at the j + 1 upscatter iterate is calculated using the relative
error norm formula37 below:

‘?g:l/2,k – ‘:,g+l/2,k
#el _ ‘

~,!l — II II

where

‘:g&2,k – ‘;,g+l/2,k “> J
K

x( 7
)

2
*:g;1,2,k – @

n,g+l/2,k
k=l

Convergence in a given energy group is
satisfied

where <Ois the tolerance.

6.3.1 Numerical Results

(6.72)

reached when the following relationship is

(0(1 – #’) (6.73)

The earlier section revealed that the theoretical asymptotic rate of convergence for
the pure CSD problem is equal to 0.20. In the pure CSD problem the only interaction
of electrons is through the continuous slowing-down operator which tightly couples
the problem in space and energy. Specifically, we consider 1.0 MeV electrons normally
incident on a 0.3 cm thick slab of aluminum. The energy group structure is 40 linear
energy groups with a cutoff energy of 1 keV. CEPXS generated stopping powers are
used and all other cross-sections are zeroed out.

To assess the rate of convergence the spatial mesh was refined from 0.06 cm to
0.00015 cm corresponding to 5 cells to 2000 spatial cells, respectively. We look at the
two highest energy groups (g=l,g=2) and the two lowest energy groups (g=39,g=40).
The stopping power ranges from 3.16 MeV/cm in the highest energy group to 35.5
MeV/cm for the lowest energy group. Figure 6.3 depicts the estimated spectral radius
for the highest energy group (g=l) as a function of the spatial mesh for each iteration.
It is evident from this figure that as AZ + Othe calculated p approaches the analytical
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value of 0.20 as expected. This trend is also observed for the estimated p for g=2,
g=39 and g = 40 (see Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6).

The results depicted in Figures 6.4 through 6.7 are summarized in Table 6.1
which lists the final spectral radius estimate for each group as a function of the number
of spatial cells. As expected the spectral radius approaches the analytic value of 0.20
as the spatial mesh is refined (Az + O). For the lowest energy groups (g=39, g=40)
the estimated spectral radius is much smaller than the analytic value and the solution
converges rapidly. For instance, in the last energy group, g=40, the spectral radius
changes from p = 0.003 for the coarsest spatial mesh (5 Ax) up to p = 0.022 when
the spatial mesh is refined to (2000 Az) corresponding to a AX = 0.0003 cm.

Table 6.1: Summary of Spectral Radius Estimates for Upscatter Iteration

Spatial Mesh
5 Ax
10 AX
20 Ax
50 Ax
100Ax
500 Ax
1000Ax
2000 Ax

ENERGYGROUP
g=l

0.050
0.063
0.109
0.165
0.185
0.194
0.194
0.194

g=z
0.037
0.064
0.109
0.166
0.186
0.195
0.195
0.195

g=39
0.008
0.013
0.025
0,044
0.058
0.064
0.064
0.064 1

g=40

0.003
0.005
0.008
0.014
0.018
0.022
0.022
0.022

The upscatter acceleration is expected to be the most effective for the lower
energy groups that are characterized by large stopping powers. The results shown
in Table 6.1 indicates that the upscatter acceleration scheme derived earlier is very
effective for the pure CSD problem particularly in the lower energy groups where
it takes five or less iterations to converge. Tables 6.2 through 6.4 present iteration
summaries for 10 Ax, 100 Ax, and 1000 Ax with the upscatter acceleration turned on
and off, respectively. These tables indicate how effective the upscatter acceleration
is in reducing the number of iterations to convergence for the Pure CSD problem.
Table 6.2 also shows that the extremely small spectral radius for g=40 of 0.022 is in
line with the reduction in the number of iterations from 3834 with the acceleration
off to 3 with the acceleration on for 10 Ax.

For real charged particle transport problems there are other interactions besides
the slowing-down through the CSD term. Primarily, there is a scattering source due to
both elastic and inelastic scattering events along with the removal of electrons through
the slowing-down term. Experience tells us that the scattering source convergence
must be accelerated. The DSA iteration scheme derived in Section 5.1 will be used
to accelerate the scattering source iteration and the upscatter acceleration scheme
derived in Section 6.2 will be used to accelerate the convergence between the average
and slope flux SAAF equations. In the next chapter, the overall effectiveness of
acceleration will be evaluated.

>

.
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1.0 MeV Electrons on 0.3 cm of Al - Pure CSD Problem - g = 1
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1.0 MeV electrons on 0.3 cm of Al - Pure CSD Problem - g = 39
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Figure 6.6: Estimated Upscatter Spectral Radius for g = 39
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Figure 6.7 Estimated Upscatter Spectral Radius for g = 40
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Table 6.2: Upscatter Iteration Summary for 10 Ax

UNACCELERATED ACCELERATED
EnergyGroup Numberof Iterations Numberof Iterations

1 85 5
2 84 5
3 74 5
4 73 5
5 72 5
6 72 5
7 71 5
8 71 5
9 84 5
10 84 5
11 83 5
12 83 5
13 83 5
14 83 5
15 83 5
16 83 . 5
17 83 5
18 84 5
19 84 5
20 84 5
21 84 5
22 85 5
23 86 5
24 87 5
25 88 5
26 89 5
27 91 5
28 93 4
29 95 4
30 99 4
31 111 4
32 116 4
33 124 4
34 142 4
35 166 4
36 211 4
37 266 4
38 427 3
39 546 3
40 3834 3
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Table 6.3: Upscatter Iteration Summary for 100 Ax

UNACCELERATED ACCELERATED
EnergyGroup Numberof Iterations Numberof Iterations

1 51 9
2 51 9
3 50 9
4 49 9
5 48 9
6 47 9
7 47 9
8 46 9
9 45 9
10 44 9
11 43 8
12 42 8
13 41 8
14 40 8
15 39 8
16 40 8
17 40 8
18 39 8
19 38 8
20 38 8
21 37 8
22 37 8
23 36 8
24 36 8
25 35 8
26 35 8
27 34 7
28 34 7
29 34 7
30 34 7
31 34 7
32 34 7
33 34 7
34 35 6
35 37 6
36 39 6
37 43 6
38 43 5
39 50 5
40 160 3
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Table 6.4: Upscatter Iteration Summary for 1000 Ax

UNACCELERATED ACCELERATED
EnergyGroup Numberof Iterations Numberof Iterations

1 51 9
2 51 9
3 50, 9
4 50 9
5 49 9
6 48 9
7 47 9
8 46 9
9 45 9
10 44 9
11 43 9
12 43 9
13 42 9
14 41 9
15 40 8
16 39 8
17 38 8
18 37 8
19 36 8
20 36 8
21 35 8
22 34 8
23 33 8
24 32 8
25 31 8
26 32 8
27 32 8
28 31 8
29 31 8
30 31 7
31 31 7
32 31 7
33 31 7
34 33 7
35 35 6
36 37 6
37 44 6
38 51 5
39 57 5
40 158 4
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7 Solution Algorithm

.

.

The traditional first-order form of the transport equation is solved using a sweeping
algorithm, in which we first march cell by cell in the forward angular directions
and then march backward in the negative directions. In solving the second-order
formulation, on the other hand, the angular fluxes are computed simultaneously at
all mesh points by solving a system of equations for each direction and each energy
group. This system of equations is represented by the matrix equation given below

A.,@.,~ = &9 (7.1)

where An,9 is the coefficient matrix, ~~,~ are the angular fluxes at each cell-edge or

mesh point, and ~n,~ is the known source into each group and each cell. A is a NxN
square matrix where N = K – 1 and K is the total number of spatial cells. The
application of linear continuous finite elements to the second-order energy discretized
equation yields a symmetric, positive definite coefficient matrix which is tridiagonal
in structure:

A=

Ill cl o .“’

a2 b2 C2 “-.

. . .

. . . a~-l bN-l CN-l

. . . 0 aN bN 1

(7.2)

This system of equations is efficiently solved using a standard tridiagonal matrix
solver.38

Incorporating the explicit continuous slowing-down operator means that the
solution algorithm of the discretized SAAF equation also depends on the energy
discretization scheme. Solving the LD SAAF equation means there are effectively two
transport equations that must be solved for each direction. The slope and average
angular flux transport equations are coupled as detailed in Chapter 6 which introduces
an upscatter iteration in each energy group. Solving the block LD SAAF transport
equation eliminates the upscatter iteration in each group and the coefficient matrix
becomes a block tridiagonal matrix.

Regardless of the discretization scheme, the solution algorithm for the SAAF
transport equation follows a general pattern. For each energy .gToup, the transport
equation is solved in each direction using a direct method. The known sources in
each energy group include the source due to slowing-down from higher energy groups,
downscatter sources, and fixed sources. A scattering source iteration method is uti-
lized (see Section 3.5, pg. 33), where convergence on the within group scattering
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source in each energy group is realized before proceeding to the next energy group.
The general algorithm is depicted in Figure 7.1. Next, the algorithm that is applied
to the Block LD SAAF equation is detailed.

7.1 Block LD SAAF Equation Solution Algorithm

The spatially discretized block LD SAAF equation in source iteration form is

%,g,k
@t+l/2) +

!W+l’2) + @n>g,k n,g,k+l/2n,g,k–1/2
~(e+lj2J

– dz,g,k~n,g,k+l n,g,k+3/2—

‘ES,lt(t?)‘MW(q + & g,k~fly)
+&s,g,kQn,g,k , , Q+ @,g,k+l~;,~~? + ~:,g,k+l n,g,k+l (7.3)

where / is the source iteration index. On the right-hand side of the equation above,
@n,g,k, represents the sources into group g from downscatter interactions, slowing
down from the g – 1 group and fixed sources. The elastic scattering source, ~~~,k,
depends on the angular flux in the current energy group and is the contribution we
iterate on in the source iteration method. In equation 7.3 the block coefficients on
the left hand side are defined as,

~ EnergyGroup,g

1
SourceIteration,t

a

For Each Oirection,n,
COMPUT

5
‘%(g,k-l/2 @ ‘n,g,k+l/2

Figure 7.1: General Solution Algorithm Flow
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where the coefficients on the scattering and fixed sources are defined below:

and the coefficients on the slowing-down source are defined as

Recall that earlier (Ch. 4) the following parameters were defined to simplify writing
the block matrix equations:

where OR _!%_ and #‘,9 = %9 + A13? = Ct,g+ 3&. From these definitions it can be
deduced that the coefficients in t?e block matrix equation are all two-by-two matrices
and the overall system is a block tridiagonal system.

The solution algorithm of the block LD equation proceeds like the general algo-
rithm depicted in Figure 7.1. The details are presented in Table 7.1. Before the source
iteration for a given energy group is started the known sources on the right-hand side
of equation 7.3 due to downscatter from higher energy groups, slowing-down, and any
fixed source are accumulated. In coupled electron-photon problems, the contribution
to a particle species from a different species (e.g. ~ + e–) is incorporated in the
downscatter source into group, g.

The algorithm for the solution of the block LD SAAF equation is quite straight
forward. The solution of the LD SAAF equation is more complicated due to the
within-group upscatter.
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Table 7.1: Block LD in E Solution Algorithm

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Step 5
Step 6

Step 7
Step 8

Step 9

Accumulate downscatter source into group g
Compute slowing-down source into group g from g – 1
Increment source iteration index. l== 1+ 1

Solve equation 7.3 for iP~~,~~~)2’and @~y,~~~/2

Update scalar flux moments, ~fi~fi~

If source acceleration is turned on, then

(a) Solve source acceleration equations for scalar, F~~~#), and current,

Hf~~~), partsof error across slab (see Ch. 5)

(b) Updatescalarfluxwithscalarpartof the errorto get @fi~~,2.
CalculateLz errornormfor r~,g+lp,k, eL2

Check whether or not convergence criteria, ~, is satisfied
(a) If eL2 < ~, proceed to next energy group, g + 1, starting with Step 1
(b) If CL, z f, proceed to Step 9
Updateelasticscatteringsourceusing@fi~~,2 andreturnto Step 3

‘0

.

7.2 Slope-Average Component Form Solution Algorithm

Recall that the spatially continuous average and slope angular flux SAAF equations
derived in Ch. 4 are

and

‘
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It is important to note that the right-hand side of equation 7.4 for the average flux
includes the scattering source, the fixed source, a slowing-down source and contribu-
tions from the slope angular flux. However, the right-hand side of equation 7.5 for the
slope flux only includes a slowing-down source and a contribution from the average
angular flux.

The LD SAAF equation is unique because it requires that two tridiagonal sys-
tems of equations are solved for each direction to get the slope and average angular
fluxes, respectively. There are two different iteration schemes taking place in each
energy group. The first iteration is the well-known scattering source iteration, in
which we converge on the elastic scattering source. The second iteration arises from
the coupling between the slope and average angular fluxes, and is called the upscat-
ter iteration. Traditionally, in transport problems the inner iteration is the source
or DSA iteration; however, the presence of the CSD term with an LD energy dis-
cretization introduces two nested iteration schemes in the inner iteration. Thus, each
inner iteration in the LD SAAF solution contains both a source iteration and an up-
scatter iteration. Since the scattering source iteration and the upscatter iteration are
essentially independent of each other different solution algorithms can be evaluated.

7.2.1 Algorithm A: Converge on Scattering Source

InAlgorithmA the scattering source is converged completely for a giverislope angular
flux in each inner iteration. Table 7.2 (see pg. 105) presents this algorithm in detail.
The table introduces two iteration indices: the scattering source iteration index, 1,
and j the inner iteration index. For each iteration, j, as many source iterations as
necessary are completed to reach convergence on the scattering source followed by
one upscatter. The solution proceeds to the next energy group when the scattering
source, the slope angular flux and the energy outflow angular flux (Wn,~+l/2,~)are
converged within a specified tolerance (e.g. 1 x 10–6).

To evaluate the stability of this algorithm a numerical experiment is performed
and the spectral radius for DSA estimated. Specifically, we consider 1.0 MeV electrons
incident on an Al slab with isotropic scattering, Po, and S8 quadrature. The spectral
radius for the DSA iteration or inner iteration is estimated for each energy group
using the formula below:

(7.6)

The results are depicted in Figure 7.2 for energy groups 9=1,2,39 and 40, respectively.
The figure clearly shows that this algorithm is stable and the DSA spectral radius
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Figure 7.2: Estimated DSA Spectral Radius - Algorithm A

estimates are well below the analytical value of 0.225. DSA clearly remains effective
in the presence of the upscatter iterations.

In the next section, the effect on the iteration stability of converging on the
slope angular flux holding the scattering source constant is evaluated.

7.2.2 Algorithm B: Converge on Slope Angular Flux

In this algorithm the solution is modified to converge on the slope angular flux for a
given scattering source in each inner iteration. Table 7.3 on pg. 106 presents this vari-
ation which is referred to as Algorithm B. There are two iteration indices associated
with Algorithm B: the upscatter iteration index, 1, and the inner iteration index, j.
For each iteration, j, as many upscatter iterations as necessary to reach convergence
on the slope angular flux are performed followed by one source iteration. Like Algo-
rithm A, the solution proceeds to the next energy group when the scattering source,
the slope angular flux and the energy outflow angular flux (112.,~+1/2,~)have satisfied
the convergence criteria.

To evaluate the stability of this algorithm the same problem is considered
with 1.0 MeV electrons incident on Al as described earlier. The spectral radius is
estimated for the upscatter iteration for each energy group with DSA off using the

v

.

.
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Table 7.2: LDSAAF Algorithm A: Converge on Scattering Source

Step A-O
Step A-1
Step A-2

Step A-3

Step A-4

Step A-5

Step A-6

Step A-7

Step A-8

Step A-9

Increment inner iteration index, j = j + 1
Increment scattering source iteration index, 1 = / + 1
Solve for VA

(

~,g,~+l/z at the (j, 1+ 1/2) iterate
@@~l+l/2)

‘P; $ ~; ~ d~
) (,‘(j’e+l’2) = Q%t) - Pnk &Q%’e))+ ~~,g~n,g

E(j)’
+%%9

( )
1 &@(j) + A

‘P% ~AE, nt9 qn,g
Updatefluxmoments ‘
+:{+1/2) = $ ~:1 Pt(pn)wn&:;’e+112)

Ifsource acceleration turned on, then
(a) Solve for scalar and current part of error

—LA
(

1 @j.~+1/Z)
3dx ~ dz )( [

+ 0:,9 – ag,s,~) w~~+lfz) = fJg,cJo &J+l@) –
#g;)]

(
_;& —1 d@>%l/z)

4,s )
-1- aj$@~’~+@J + $:

(,
~F(j,e+l/2)

= –; * ~ ‘;gf+w _

)

[(
$&:))]

(b) Update scalar flux with scalar component of error
~y:+qz) = 4g:+W + @j,4+l/2)(z)

Updateelasticscatteringsource
Q;(~>e+l) (j,t+l/2)(j’~+l) + ~~1 (21+ l)fl (M~s,~19@g,t= ~s,o,9f#g,o

Checkfor convergence on scattering source
a If convergence criteria satisfied, proceed to Step A-7
b If convergence criteria is NOT satisfied, return to Step A-1
Solve for !llE

(.

%%k+ll’ at the j + 1/2 iterate
d@ E(j+1[2)

–fi;& & “~

)

E(j+l/2)= _3&@#+1)
+ a:,g*n>g 9

(
1 3&@$4+l)

‘@i ~ AE9 ) + !lgg

Ifupscatter &ceIeration is turned on, then
(a) Solve for slope flux residual

[
JW+l/’) _ q&)12.!&’2) = & *.,9 > 1 ( [

1 L Y:y+llz) – @:$)“l%& ~AEg , 1)
(b) Solve for average flux error estimate ‘

~~$i$df;~’’2’)-Pn& [3&~~~+1/2)]+[F~,g+3&] ~~~+1f2)

%9
(c) Solvefor slope flux error estimate

f?W+”2) = * {-3& f%+1’2)}

(d) Update the slope angular flux with the error estimates

V:$+l) = ql:g+l/2) + f:g+w
Check for convergence using L2 error norm on Wn.a+l /2.k
a If convergence criteria satisfied, proceed to n= eriergy group
b If convergence criteria NOT satisfied, return to Step A-O
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Table 7.3: LDSAAFAlgorithm B: Converge on Slope Flux

Step B-O Increment inner iteration index, j=j+l
Step B-l Increment upscatter iteration index, l=l+l

‘tep ‘-z Solve for Q#,g,k+l/2 at the (j,l+ I/2) iterate

( )

~ d~fi!;’1’2) +a~,g*n,g
–/J:& ~

A(j,e+l/2)

(,
=Q:$)-pn$ ~Q;f#)

“ v:$’~)–P+(**~:Ji’t))+~:,g+—AE, Y

‘tep B-3 Solve f@’ ~#,9,k+1/2 at the j,/ + 1/2 iterate

(

~~E(j,t+1j2)

“k+ & “’:.

)

E(~,4+1/2) = _3&qA(~#+l/2)
+ ~~,g ~n,g AE9 ‘,9

( s, ‘ )-4W+W + ~:g+Png &3~@n,g

Step B-4 If upscatter acceleration is turned on, then
(a) Solve for slope flux residual

1+1/2) _ Sg*:9 _ —
[ > 1 -~~$%*
@y!l+V2) _ qfy)

(b) Solve forAa;erage flux error estimate

(

_ +/2))_pn~@*,:y+l/2))+df:,$
‘~: & ~;, d.

= &:;+V2)

(c) Solve for slope flux error estimate

f:y+llz) = & {–3&f;w+l/2)}

(d) Updatethe averageandslopeangularfluxwith the errorestimates

Step B-5 Check for convergence using L2 error norm on IJZ~,g,k

a If convergence criteria satisfied, proceed to Step B-6
b If convergencecriteria NOT satisfied,returnto Step B-1

Step B-6 Updatefluxmoments
Jjy = * ~:=1 P~(pn)wnv#::’e+l)

Step B-7 If &rce acceleration turned on, then
(a] SOIVefor scahr andcurreritDart of error., .

(—$-& _ 1 @~+l/2)

%&l dz )( [
+ ~#,9 – ~g,s,())~(j+l/2)= CTg,s,@f#J~~l/2)–.f?$i]

—g&
( )
+ dH(&’2) + u;,9H(j+@) + +$
‘R,g (,

%&j+l/2)
)

[(

= _~~ Ug,s,o (j+l/2)
3 dz ~ dg,o

‘R,g

– +:~

)1

(b) Update scalar flux with scalar component of error

‘#jp(%)= q$o(j+l/2) + Iw+w (z) -

Step B-8 Update elastic scattering source
@(~+l) (j+l/2)

= %,o,g4fi1) + Z;=l (21+ l)PI (P7a)~s>L9#g,l
Step B-9 Check for convergence on scattering source

a If convergence criteria satisfied, proceed to next energy group
b If convergence criteria is NOT satisfied, return to Step B-O

.

.
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formulas presented in Chapter 6 (see pg. 90). This calculation is made at the end of
the upscatter loop following Step B-4 in Table 7.3. Figure 7.3 presents the spectral
radius as a function of iteration number for groups 1, 2, 39 and 40. The results
depicted clearly indicate that the upscatter iterations are effectively accelerated and
the spectral radius is bounded from above by the theoretical value of 0.20.

1.0 MeV electrons on Al - PO,SB-40 AE, 100 AX- UPSCATTER ON

n7nn,. ..-”-

Analytical Spectral Radius= 0.20
~ ,75 ~ DSA OFF

!! 0150 %$&.-
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Figure 7.3: Estimated Upscatter Acceleration Spectral Radius - Algorithm B

7.3 Optimum Algorithm

The spectral radius estimate for DSA in Section 7.2.1 is made with the upscatter
acceleration turned off. Likewise, the estimates for the upscatter spectral radius in
Section 7.2.2 are calculated with the DSA turned off. To achieve the fastest rate of
convergence both acceleration schemes should be utilized. In Table 7.4 the total CPU
times to reach a solution on a 550 MHz PC are given for Algorithm A and B for four
different combinations of acceleration: (1) Upscatter Acceleration OFF and DSA
OFF, (2) Upscatter Acceleration ON and DSA OFF, (3) Upscatter Acceleration ON
and DSA ON and (4) Upscatter Acceleration OFF and DSA ON. From this table
Algorithm B seems to be more efficient for this problem, but the overall CPU times
for both algorithms are comparable when both acceleration schemes are activated.
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Table 7.4: Total CPU Time to Reach Converged Solution

Algorithm A: Converge on Scattering Source
CPU Time in seconds

Upscatter Acceleration\ SourceAcceleration
OFF\ OFF I ON\OFF I ON\ON \ OFF\ON

I

w

m

I
411.10

I
22.60

I
14.51

I
237.04

I
I I I I I

I
Algorithm B: Converge on Slope Flux

CPU Time in seconds I
Upscatter Acceleration \ Source Acceleration

OFF\ OFF I ON\ OFF I ON\ ON I OFF\ ON

I
236.30

I
16.88

I
12.18

I
141.11

I

To achieve an accurate solution, it is not necessary to fully converge on either
the scattering source or the slope flux holding the other value constant. A solution
can be obtained by performing a few source iterations followed by a few upscatter
iterations for each inner iteration. A number of experiments were performed in which
the number of source and upscatter iterations for each inner iteration were varied and
CPU times compared. The final algorithm was chosen based on this optimization and
performs two source iterations followed by two upscatter iterations per inner iteration
(see Table 7.6). Table 7.5 presents the total CPU time to reach a solution on a 550
MHz PC implementing this optimum algorithm for the four different acceleration
scenarios described above. The table indicates that this algorithm is much more
efficient than the previous two algorithms and converges to a solution rapidly; given
the small spectral radii, this is not surprising. With both DSA and upscatter on,
it converges in 5.65 seconds while Algorithm A and B converged in 14.51 and 12.18
seconds, respectively.

Table 7.5: Optimum Algorithm - CPU Time to Reach Convergence Solution

I I

*

Upscatter Acceleration \ Source Acceleration

I 10.75 I 6.37 I 5.65 I 11.27 I

Figure 7.4 depicts the converged dose profiles for 1.0 MeV electrons incident on
Al with isotropic scattering and & for all three algorithms presented in this chapter.
Since this is an electron beam problem and the B-CSD equation is not adequate for

.
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modeling these types of problems a ONEBFP solution is not provided for compar-
ison. The results depicted in Figure 7.4 are provided to demonstrate that all three
algorithms yield the same results.

1.0 MeV Electrons on Al - Po, S8
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4.0

3.5

3.0
h
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2.0
1

1

1.0 -

0.5 :

0
‘o 0.1 0.2 0.3

Depth (cm)

Figure 7.4: Converged Dose Profiles from Evaluated Algorithms

In the next chapter, the LD SAAF equation is applied to coupled charged-
particle problems to demonstrate its applicability. The final optimized algorithm
presented in Table 7.6 is used to obtain solutions for these problems. Solutions
obtained from the LD SAAF equation will be compared with ONEBFP to verify
accuracy.
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Table 7.6: LD SAAF Optimum Algorithm

Step C.O
Step C.1
Step C.2

Step C.3

Step C.4

Step C.5

Step C.6

Step C.7

Step C.8

Step C.9

Step C.1O

Step C.11

Step C.12

Increment “inner” iteration index, j = j + 1 reset 4 = Oand K = O
Increment scattering source iteration index, 1 = 1 + 1
Solve for VA

n,g,k+l/2 at the (~+ 1/2) iterate

(

~qA(i+1f2)

–lJ:& & “;.

)

A(t+l/2) _ S(l)
+ C7f$g%g

(,
– Qn,g – pn~ ~Q%))

: *.; qjw’
(

– P% &&*n,9
)

E(j) + ~:,g
n,9

Updat~ flux moments ‘

N P[(pn)wnxn,g&y = + ~n=l A(t+l/2)

If~jurce acceleration turned on, then
(a) Solve for scalar and current part of error

(
_: ~ ~ dFt;z112)

)(+ CT:,g– ag,s,o)@~+W) = ~g,s,o
[
4@#2) _ ~:)

‘%9 1
—;-&

( ) (,
+ d~(~’”) + &l~(t+l/2) + +* *@l+l/2)
‘R,sI )

[(

. _~& ~

3 dz %7
4$1/2) _ #~

)1
(b) Update scalar flux with scalar component of error

(/+1/2) + ~(t+l/q (~)
0$1) (~) = #g,o

Update elastic scattering source

(1+1) + ~:–1 (21+ l)R (?%)0%1>9 g,lQ:(t+l) = a.,o,gdg,o
&+l/2)

Check to see if reached limit& number of scattering source iterations
a If 1 is equal to the limit of scattering source iterations proceed to Step C.7

b If 1 is NOT equal to the limit of scatteringsource iterationsproceed to Step C.1
Increment upscatter iteration index, K = K.+ 1
If K.>1 solve for VEn,g,k&l/2 at the ~ + 1P iterate using most recent estimate of ql~,g,~&l,2
Solvefor *En,g,k+dfz at the K + 1/2 iterate

(

~qE(IC+l/2)

–/J;& * “’;=
)

E(&+l/2)= _3&@~+l/2)
+ O:,gVn,g 9’

(+Pn+ *z&~n,g )
A(~+l/2)+ ~:g

Ifupscatter acceleration is turned on, then
(a) Solve for slope flux residual

[
&(K+W _ @K) _*:112) = & ?

’791 ~n+ (** F~$+l’2) -v~$)l)
(b) Solve for avera~~flux error estimate

( -df;::’’2’)-~n~ (’&f’f~+’’2))+J~lg+’a f:~+l+2)2)–P:& .;,

= *:W)

(c) Solve for slope flux error estimate

f:g+’jz) = & {–3&f;p+’/2)}
(d) Update the slope angular flux with the error estimates
#X~+V _ Q:$+w) + f:y+w)—

Ch;c~ to see if reached Iimi; on number of upscatter iterations
a If K is equal to the limit of scattering source iterations proceed to Step C.12
b If K is NOT equal to the lit of scatteringsourceiterationsreturn to Step C.7
Check for convergenceusing L2.errornorm on ~m,g+l/z,k

w

.

a If convergence criteria satisfied, proceed to next energy group
b If convergence criteria NOT satisfied, return to Step C.O
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8 Application to coupled Electron-Photon Problems

The numerical solution of the LD SAAF transport equation was implemented in the
computer code DOET1~: Qiscrete Qrdinates ~lectron-Photon Xransport in ID. In
this chapter DOET1~ is used to solve a few coupled electron-photon problems to
demonstrate its applicability. The primary interest of this research is determining
whether or not the LD SAAF equation can accurately solve coupled electron-photon
problems. The problems considered herein consist of a photon source incident on a
slab that is either multilayered or composed of a single material. To demonstrate
the accuracy of DOETl~, results are compared with ONEBFP solutions. ONEBFP
is a one-dimensional, discrete ordinates, multi-group code that solves the first-order
Boltzmann Fokker-Planck transport equation utilizing linear nodal discretization in
space and energy.14 Throughout this chapter DOET1~ or LD SAAF will be used
when referring to the code developed in the course of this research.

Comparisons between ONEBFP and DOETl~ will be made looking at the
energy deposition and charge deposition profiles as well as the spatially integrated
ener~ and charge deposition. Emitted currents at the physical boundaries and ma-
terial interfaces will also be evaluated. Before discussing the application of DOETl~
to coupled charged particle problems the formulas used to calculate the quantities of
interest are presented.

The energy deposition in a spatial cell, k, is calculated in DOETl~ as follows:

G’

(8.1)
g=l

where og,~‘&p is the energy deposition cross-section (MeV/cm); @g,kis the scalar fbq
SG,k is the restricted stopping power at the cutoff energy and @G+~/z,kiS the SCalar
flux at the cutoff energy. The energy deposition cross-section from CEPXS includes
the energy deposited through interactions as well as due to scattering below the cutoff
energy .24 The total energy deposited across a slab in MeV is defined as:

Charge deposition in e-/inn is calculated in a spatial cell k by folding the
charge deposition cross-section with the scalar flux and including the leakage below
the energy cutoff

(8.3)
g=l
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Thecharge deposition cross-section, a~~j is the net number ofelectrons deposited
in the medium due to interactions of the particles. A positive charge deposition cross
section corresponds to electron deposition, while a negative charge deposition cross-
section corresponds to electron removal.24 The integrated particle deposition (total
number of e– ) is calculated by

K

Qtotal = x Axk Ck
k=l

The forward and reverse currents for a given particle type are determined

(8.4)

from:

(8.5)

03 0
JR(X) = ;

//
dpp W(X, E, P) ~ ~ AEg ~ ~ Wn II-%1~n,g,k (8.6)

o –1 g=l n= N/2+1

~AT(~)= ~F(X) – ~R(X) (8.7)

where G in the equations above is the number of groups for the particle type of
interest (e.g. ~ or e–).

A logarithmic spatial mesh is available in DOETl~ which enables very fine
spatial meshes at the boundaries and material interfaces. The minimum spatial cell
width is determined as a fraction of the minimum electron range, &in for a given
material:

Ax~in = ~ . &in

where the default value of ~ is 0.25. A preprocessor code was written to write
ONEBFP input files using the same spatial discretization as DOETI~ to ensure com-
parisons are made between the exact same spatial discretizations.

The four problems presented in this chapter are aimed at demonstrating the
successful application of the LD SAAF transport equation to coupled electron-photon
problems. Two of the problems are for a photon source incident on a single layer of
material, one is a high-Z material while the other is a low-Z material. Multilayer
slabs are then looked at to evaluate the performance of the LD SAAF solution at
material interfaces between high-Z and low-Z materials. All problems incorporate
partially-coupled physics, that is -y+ e– but e– ~ ~. The convergence criteria is set
to 1 x 10-6 for all problems. Cross-sections are generated using CEPXS9 and both
codes utilize the same binary cross-section library, bxslib, for a given problem.

8.1 High Energy Photons Incident on Tnngsten

The first problem presented is for high energy photons incident on a slab of high-Z
material. Specifically, this problem consists of 6.0 MeV photons incident on a 4.0 cm
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thick slab of tungsten (Z=74, p=19.3 g/cm3). The minimum cutoff energy is set equal
to 25 keV. The energy discretization consisted of 30 linear groups for the photons,
and initially, 50 logarithmic energy groups for the electrons. The Legendre scattering
order is P7 with & angular quadrature. Positrons are ignored despite the incident
photon energy being above the pair production threshold energy. The energy and
charge deposition profiles are evaluated for a linear spatial discretization scheme as
well as a logarithmic spatial mesh.

Initially the W slab was discretized into equal sized spatial cells corresponding
to AX values of 0.08 cm, 0.04 cm, and 0.02 cm. The energy deposition profiles for
these discretization schemes are shown in Figure 8.1 along with the profile obtained
from ONEBFP. This figure reveals that the DOETl~ solution depends on the spatial
mesh and appears to be converged for Ax = 0.02 cm. The energy deposition profile
for the finest spatial mesh matches up quite well with the ONEBFP solution at the left
boundary but slightly overestimates the profile until a depth of x 1 cm. This can be
quantified by considering the integrated energy deposition across the slab. ONEBFP
yields an integrated energy deposition of 5.66 MeV while the LD SAAF with Ax
= 0.02 cm deposits a total of 5.85 MeV in the W (= 3% high). The most likely
explanation for the excess energy deposition from DOET1~ is that the energy mesh
is not refined enough to accurately solve the CSD term. Since ONEBFP implements
a fourth order linear nodal discretization in energy and space, it should not be as
dependent on the energy mesh structure as the LD, LC in space discretization used
in DOET1~ is likely to be. The effects of refining the energy mesh on the energy
deposition will be evaluated shortly.

Charge deposition profiles for these three spatial cell sizes are depicted in Figure
8.2. The charge deposition profile for this problem is flat across most of the slab;
therefore, this figure focuses on the charge deposition in the first cm of the slab. The
profiles depicted in Figure 8.2 reveal that adequately resolving the charge deposition
profile requires a finer spatial mesh than the energy deposition profile. To enable a
finer spatial mesh without using a prohibitively large number of cells a logarithmic
mesh is used.

Although the energy deposition profiles do not demonstrate the same spatial
dependence as the charge deposition profiles we present them for completeness. Figure
8.3 presents the energy deposition profiles from both ONEBFP and DOETl~ for the
logarithmic spatial mesh. As expected, using a logarithmic spatial mesh does not
improve the energy deposition profile.

The charge deposition profiles obtained for the logarithmic spatial mesh are
shown in Figure 8.4. This figure illustrates how powerful using a logarithmic spatial
mesh is in accurately calculating charge deposition. The LD SAAF and ONEBFP
solutions are almost indistinguishable except at the left boundary. The 6.0 MeV
photons deposit a total of –7.92 x 10-3 e- in the W slab according to
while the total from DOETl~ is —8.28 x 10–3 e-. As expected the charge
does not depend on the energy mesh.

ONEBFP,

deposition
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Figure 8.1: Energy Deposition: 6.0 MeV Photons on W - Constant
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Figure 8.3: Energy Deposition: 6.0 MeV Photons on W - Log Ax
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Figure 8.5: Energy Deposition as Function of Energy Mesh Size
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Figure 8.6: Converged Energy Deposition ProfiIe for 6.0 MeV Photons on W

Since refining the spatial mesh had no effect on the energy deposition from the
LD SAAF equation, the next step is to evaluate whether or not refining the energy
mesh improves their accuracy. Figure 8.5 presents the energy deposition profiles from
ONEBFP and DOETl~ as the number of electron energy groups is refined from 50
to 100. Predictably, the ONEBFP profile does not change as the number of electron
energy groups is increased. However, the DOET1~ energy deposition profile does not
appear to be converged until 100 electron energy groups are used. Figure 8.6 depicts
the converged dose profiles and shows that the LD SAAF solution is almost indistinct
from the ONEBFP solution. The total energy deposited from ONEBFP is 5.62 MeV
while the LD SAAF equation deposits 5.70 MeV in the W (x 1.5% high).

The aforementioned results indicate the LD SAAF equation can accurately
solve coupled electron-photon problems involving high energy ~’s on high-Z materials.
However, to obtain accurate results the energy mesh and the spatial mesh must be
refined adequately to yield accurate energy and charge deposition profiles. This is a
disadvantage over ONEBFP which quickly conve~ges in energy and space as expected
since it uses higher order discretizations. Finer energy group structures are more
costly in terms of computation time simply because the code must perform more
work.



8.2 Low Energy Photons Incident on Silicon

Now consider 100 keV ~ incident on a 0.01 cm thick slab of Si (Z=14, p=2.33 g/cm3).
The slab thickness is approximately one electron range thick. The energy discretiza-
tion used is 40 -yenergy groups while the number of e- groups is increased from 40 to

.

80. A logarithmic spatial mesh is used. The order of Legendre scattering is F’Twith
a quadrature order of S~.

The energy deposition as a function of the number of e– energy groups is pre-
sented in Figure 8.7. This figure clearly indicates that the ONEBFP solution quickly
converges in energy while the DOET1~ solution requires 80 e- energy groups to reach
a converged profile. The converged energy deposition profile is presented in Figure
8.8 and shows that the converged LD SAAF profile is practically indistinguishable
from the ONEBFP solution. The total energy deposited by ONEBFP in the Si is
97.1 eV and 97.5 eV from DOETl~, respectively.

Figure 8.9 depicts the charge deposition profiles for 100 keV ~ incident on Si.
The DOET1~ solution matches the ONEBFP solution well with slight discrepancies
at the left boundary of the slab. It is possible that refining the spatial mesh further
could resolve the discrepancy at the boundary better but will most likely not make a
difference in the integrated charge deposition. The total number of electrons removed
from the Si in the ONEBFP solution is 2.01 x 10-4 e- while DOETl~ results in
2.08 x 10-4 e– being removed form the Si. Charge balance is confirmed using the
exiting electron currents at the slab boundaries presented in Table 8.1. The net
number of electrons deposited is determined by J; – J&.

Table 8.1: Exiting Electron Currents from Silicon

J~ J:R e– Deposited
I

ONEBFP –4.32 X 10–5 1.57x 10–4 –2.00 x 10–4
DOETID –4.60 X 10–5 1.62 X 10–4 –2.08 X 10–4

The results for this problem do not introduce any surprises into the accuracy
of applying the LD SAAF equation to coupled electron-photon problems. Obviously,
the converged DOET1~ solution is accurate for single material slabs. However, true
insight into the applicability of the LD SAAF solution to coupled electron-photon
problems will not be gained until we evaluate how it performs for multilayer slabs at
material interfaces between high-Z and low-Z materials. It is well-known that accurate
solutions at material interfaces for coupled electron-photon problems typically require
higher order discretization schemes.

.

.
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Figure 8.7: 100 keV ~ on Si Energy Deposition as Function of Energy Mesh Size
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Figure 8.8: Converged Energy Deposition Profile forlOOkeV~on Si
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Figure 8.9: Charge Deposition Profile for 100 keV ~ on Si
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8.3 100keVy Incident ona Gold\ Silicon Slab

In this problem 100 keV photons are incident on a slab made up of 0.001 cm of
Gold (Z=79) and O.OO1cm of Silicon (Z=14). Thecutoff energy issettolkeV and
40 energy groups are used for ~ while the number of e- energy groups is 80. We
know from previous examples that this should be fine enough that DOETl~ energy
deposition will reconverged. ALegendre scattering expansion of PTis used along
with a quadrature Order Of&.

Initially, thefocus is on the charge deposition profile inAu\Sislab becauseitis
expected to be difficultto reach an adequate solution with theLC spatial discretiza-
tion used in DOET1~. Initially the logarithmic spatial mesh used has a minimum
Ax~in = 0.25 “&i~. The charge profile for this spatial mesh is presented in Figure
8.10. It is evident from this profile that this spatial mesh is not adequate for the
LD SAAF to accurately determine the charge deposition at the material interface. In
Figures 8.11 to 8.13 the minimum logarithmic spatial mesh cell at the material bound-
aries is refined from Ax~i~ = 0.05. ~i~ to Ax~i~ = 0.001 “ &i.. The ONEBFP
charge profile converges to a solution rather quickly, while the LD SAAF solution
does not converge until the minimum logarithmic spatial cell at the material bound-
aries is set to 0.001. ~i~ (see Figure 8.13). While this spatial cell size may seem
to be excessively small at the material boundaries it does not cost much in terms of
iterations to converge (~ 2.5% more) or CPU time (X 12 seconds more) considering
the improvement in accuracy.

The total charge deposition in each material is summarized in Table 8.2 for
the various logarithmic spatial meshes evaluated. This table indicates that ONEBFP
is converged when Ax~i~ = 0.25 “ I&. while DOETl~ does not converge until
Ax ~in = 0.001. &i.. Table 8.3 presents the forward and reverse electron yields
at the boundaries for this problem. These can be used to indicate whether or not
charge is conserved in the respective codes. In Au, the charge conservation can
be checked by calculating the value of JN (z = 0.0) – JN(z = 0.001) which is
–8.23 x 10-3 for DOET1~ and –8.02 x 10-3 for ONEBFP. Since these values match
up with the integrated charge depositions tabulated in Table 8.2 charge is conserved
in the Au layer. Similarly, in the Si layer the charge balance is determined using
JN(z = 0.001) – JN(z = 0.002) yielding 1.99 x 10-3 and 1.97 x 10-3 for DOETl~
and ONEBFP, respectively.

Figure 8.14 compares the converged energy deposition profiles from DOET1~
and ONEBFP for the same spatial mesh as the converged charge deposition. This
figure shows that DOETl~ reaches an energy deposition profile that is slightly higher
in the Au layer but fairly accurate in the Si layer. To quantify this difference the
integrated energy deposition in each material layer are compared. ONEBFP deposits
a total of 4.22 keV in the Au layer and 0.12 keV in the Si. On the other hand,
DOETl~ deposits a total of 4.27 keV in the Au layer and 0.122 keV in the Si layer
which is 1.2% and 1.7’?10higher in the Au and Si layers than ONEBFP, respectively.
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Table 8.2: Intemated Chame De~osition in Au and Si.

Total Chanze Deposition in 10–3 electrons

0.25. R~j*
0.05. &an
0.01. &in
0.001. &in
0.0001. &i~

.

ONEBFP DOETID
Au

-8.02
-8.02
-8.02
-8.02
-8.02I

Si AU

1.97 -8.44
1.97 -8.29
1.97 -8.24
1.97 -8.23
1.97 -8.23

Si

1.59
1.87
1.96
1.98
1.98

Layers

Table 8.3: Compton and Photo-Electron Yield at Material Interfaces
[ I

Yield in 10–3 electrons

x = ().() cm x = 0.001 cm x = 0.001 cm x = 0.002 cm
Au+vacuum Au+Si Si+Au Si+wcuum

Code (u< 0) (u> 0) (D< 0) (LJ> 0)

ONEBFP 3.84 6.06 1.78 2.29
DOETID 3.95 5.93 1.75 2.21

.

.
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Figure 8.10: Charge Deposition in Au\Si for Log Ax~z. = 0.25. &i.
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Thus, it can be concluded that DOETl~ is fairly accurate in determining the energy
and charge deposition for this problem.

100 keV Photons on Gold\Silicon Slab - P7, S8

0 0.0005 0.0010 0.0015 0.0020

Depth (cm)

Figure 8.14: Energy Deposition in Au\Si

8.4 50 keV Photons Incident on a Cable

This problem represents the type of dimensions and materials that make up a cable
for which SGEMP is important. 39 This is a slab of 5 material layers whose thicknesses
and compositions are presented in Table 8.4. PTFE is composed of 0.2402 C(Z=6)
and 0.7598 F(Z=9).

The Legendre order of scattering is F15 with a quadrature order of 5’~fj. The
energy structure is 40 linear photon groups and 80 logarithmic electron energy groups
with a cutoff energy of 1 keV. A logarithmic spatial mesh is used with Axni~ =
0.01 “ &i. for ONEBFP since refining the mesh more would not run. The DOETl~
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Table 8.4: Cable Material Layers
I 1

Layer

1

2

3
4

5

Material \ Thickness (p)

I

Cu 274
PTFE 905.3

Ag 12
Cu 116
Fe 478

Z I Density (g/cm3)

n

+
29 8.96

2.2
47 10.5

*

29 8.96
26 7.86

profiles are for the converged solution which is at a logarithmic spatial mesh with
Ax~i. = 0.001 “ &z..

Theenergy deposition profile across theslab ispresented in FiWre8.l5. The
energy deposition profiles from ONEBFP and DOETl~ overlap indicating that the
electron energy group structure is adequate for the LD SAAF to have reached conver-
gence. Table 8.5 summarizes the total energy deposited in each material layer. The
results indicate that the total energy deposited across the material layers from the
LD SAAF solution is S1 .5% higher than that from ONEBFP.

Table 8.5: Integrated Energy Deposition in the Material Layers

Total Energy Deposition in keV
Code Cu PTFE Ag Cu Fe

ONEBFP 23.1 0.453 2.02 5.71 8.91
DOETm 23.3 0.460 2.22 5.78 9.02

Figure 8.16 presents the charge deposition profiles from ONEBFP and DOETl~
which are essentially indistinguishable from each other. The integrated charge depo-
sition across the layers is presented in Table 8.6. DOET1~ does an adequate job of
determining the total charge in each of the material layers compared to ONEBFP
except for the last layer. DOET1~ yields a cumulative charge deposition across all
the materials that is R 0.60% higher than that deposited by ONEBFP. Table 8.7
presents the forward and reverse Compton and photo-electron yields at each of the
material layers as well as the net number of electrons deposited in each layer. This
table shows that DOETl~ conserves charge in all the material layers but the last Fe
layer while ONEBFP stops conserving charge in the Ag layer.

The results of this problem indicate that the LD SAAF solution can yield
accurate results over the scale of a cable SGEMP problem. In fact it is able to
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Figure 8.15: Energy Deposition in Cu\PTFE\ Ag\Cu\Fe Slab
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conserve the charge better than ONEBFP which might need to use a finer spatial
mesh than the code allowed. However, no firm conclusions should be made regarding
DOET1~’s ability to model cable SGEMP until it is expanded into two-dimensions.

Table 8.6: Integrated Charge De~osition in the Material Lavers.

Tabh

[

F

ONEBFP
DOETID

EONEBFP
DOETID

E

r

ONEBFP
DOETID

Total Charge Deposition in 10–3 electrons

Code Cu I PTFE I Ag I Cu I Fe

ON13BFP -2.57 2.98 -3.02 0.0915 0.00152
DOETID -2.62 3.02 -3.07 0.0924 0.00552

~.7:Compton and Photo-Electron Yields in the Material Layers
I

Forwerd Currents (P > O)
CU+PTFE PTFE+Ag Ag+.Cu Cu+Fe Fe+vscuum

x =0.02794cm x = 0.11847cm x = ().11967 cm X = 0.13127un x = 0.17907

1.55 X1O–3 5.3OX1O–4 3.73 X1 O-3 1.27x10–3 3.23x10–4
1.58x10-3 5.4OX1O–4 3.80x10-3 1.29 x10–3 3.28x10-4

I I t I I

Reverse Currents (u < 0) I..-.
Cu~vscuum PTF33~Cu Ag~PTFE Cu~Ag Fe~Cu

x =0.0 cm x = ().()2794 cm x = 0.11847 cm x = 0.11967 cm x = 0.13127 cm

1.37X1O–3 3.5OX1O–4 2.30x10–3 2.98x10-3 9.3OX1O–4
1.39X1O–3 3.55x 10-4 2.34x10–3 2.53x10–3 9.51X1O–4

Net Electron Deposition

Cu PTFE Ag Cu I Fe
I I I

-2.57x 10-3 2.97x10-3 -2.52 x10-3 4.1 OX1O-4 1.7OX1O-5
-2.61 X 10–3 3.O3X1O-3 -3.O7X1O–3 9.31X1O–4 1.11X1O-5

8.5 Quanti&ing the Computational Cost of LD SAAF Equation

An attempt is made to quantify the computational cost of DOETl~ compared to
ONEBFP. However, it should be noted that DOETID is a research code and was not
designed to minimize computational costs but rather to fully understand the potential
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of ui%?zzznga finite element solui$ionoj the SAAF equation. DOETID contains a
number of information dumps throughout the calculation process that need to be
removed to obtain a better estimate of the CPU time to a converged solution. We
believe that removing these dumps will speed up the CPU time by at least a factor
of two, but have not tested this theory to date. Table 8.8 presents the ratio of
the DOETID CPU time to that of ONEBFP for the four problems presented in
this chapter. It is clear that the research code DOET1~ is running slower than
the production code ONEBFP, which we expected. However, due to the reasons
mentioned earlier this data cannot be used to make a final conclusion regarding the
computational costs of the LD SAAF approach.

Table 8.8: Ratio of CPU times for DOETl~ to ONEBFP

DOETl~ CPU Time/ ONEBFP CPU Time

6.0 MeV ~’s on W 2.05
100 keV -y’s on Si 1.25
100 keV ~’s on Au\Si 1.50
50 keV ~’s on Cu\PTFE\Ag\Cu\Fe 2.85
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9 Conclusions and Future Work

The finite element solution of the self-adjoint, angular flux equation in a one-dimensional,
S.j multigroup code has been implemented. A linear continuous approximation in
space and a linear discontinuous approximation in energy were utilized. A successful
demonstration of its ability to accurately solve coupled electron-photon problems was
made.

The results of the four coupled charge particle problems presented in Chapter 8
indicate that the LD SAAF equation can yield accurate energy and charge deposition
profiles in comparison with ONEBFP. The LD discretization in energy coupled with
LC in space in DOETl~ requires finer energy group structures for the e- to yield
accurate energy deposition profiles. Similarly, accurate charge deposition profiles
require very refined logarithmic spatial cells at the material interfaces. ONEBFP
generally converges quicker in energy and space than DOETl~ but overall the LD
SAAF solution compares well with the linear nodal discretization schemes used in
ONEBFP.

Acceleration schemes were derived and implemented successfully in DOETID
to decrease the rate of convergence for both the LD upscatter iteration and the
scattering source iteration. A consistent synthetic source acceleration scheme (DSA)
was derived and implemented in DOETIP to improve the rate of convergence of
the scattering source iteration (see Chapter 5). In Chapter 6 the derivation of an
upscatter acceleration scheme to improve the rate of convergence of the upscatter
iteration introduced by the LD energy discretization was successfully derived and
implemented in DOET1~.

A true comparison of the computational costs of ONEBFP and DOET1~ needs
to be made to discern whether or not the LD SAAF equation offers any benefits over
ONEBFP. At present there is difficulty in comparing the computational costs of
ONEBFP and DOETl~ because the latter is a research code with a large number of
information being written to output files that add to the run time while ONEBFP is
a production code. The solution of the transport equations in DOET1~ is expected
to be faster because it simultaneously solves the angular fluxes at each mesh point
while ONEBFP uses a traditional sweeping algorithm. However, the LD energy dis-
cretization requires the upscatter acceleration which adds to the computational time.
DOETl~ was developed as a research tool in order to evaluate the potential of ap-
plying the LD SAAF equation to charged particle problems. The true computational
benefits of the LD SAAF equation may not be observed until it is implemented in
multi-dimensions and on a parallel computing environment to take advantage of the
symmetric, positive definite matrix. When this is achieved comparisons will need to
be made with a similar multidimensional, parallelized first-order code to assess the
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benefits in computation time as well as evaluate the accuracy of solving the SAAF
equation.

While the potential of applying the finite element solution of the SAAF equa-
tion to coupled electron-photon problems was demonstrated in one-dimension, to truly
evaluate its applicability it needs to be expanded in multidimensions. Implementing
the SAAF equation in multidimensions will require reevaluating the effectiveness of
the acceleration schemes considered here. Implementing higher order finite element
trial functions in both space and energy should also be evaluated. Finally, an effective
method for solving void regions needs to be developed.

f

b
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APPENDIX

Sample Block LD SAAF Solutions

A few results are presented here to demonstrate that the block LD solution
presented in Chapter 4 (pg. 44) of the SAAF equations is valid.

High Energy Photons Incident on Tungsten

Figures A-l and A-2 depict the energy and charge deposition for 6.0 MeV photons
on a W slab in comparison to ONEBFP and the LD SAAF solution with upscatter
iteration. The Block LD solution yields the same results as the iterative LD SAAF
solution.

100 keV T Incident on a Gold\ Silicon Slab

Similarly, Figures A-3 and A-4 depict the charge and energy deposition profiles

for 100 keV photons on a Au\Si slab in comparison to ONEBFP and the LD SAAF
solution with upscatter iteration. The Block LD solution yields the same results as
the iterative LD SAAF solution.

6.0MeV Photonson W - PTS8-30 yAE, 100 e- AE, 100 AX

:1 0 1 2 3 4

Depth (cm)

Figure A-1: Block LD Energy Deposition Profile for 6.0 MeV Photons on W
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6.0 MeV Photonson W - ?7, SB-30 YAE,50e- AE,100AX
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Figure A-2: Block LD Charge Deposition Profile for 6.0 MeV Photons on W
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100 keV Photons on Gold\Silicon Slab - P7, S8

50
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II II
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Figure A-3: 100 keV Photons on Au\Si Block LD Charge Deposition
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Figure A-4: 100 keV Photons on Au\Si Block LD Energy Deposition
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